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Introduction and Summary 
In mathematical literature, the term pseudo-norm has no one specific 
definition but is used for functionals satisfying some but not all of the 
postulates for a norm. The notion of such functionals or "pseudo-norms" 
is common in the study of linear topological spaces;> which, from one point 
of view, may be regarded as generalizations of normed linear spaces. The 
particular type of pseudo-norm considered in this thesis is the triang:ular 
norm of Menger 's "generalized vector space"• 
2 } Menger noticed that only 
the triangle property of the norm was necessary in order to obtain certain 
results in the calculus of variations, and thought that a linear space with 
a generalized triangular "distance" might prove to be a fruitful concept. 
We first consider spaces (type K, see text) which are more specialized 
than those treated by Menger. In this thesis, spaces of the latter type 
are termed "spaces of type G". Apart from the intrinsic interest of type K 
spaces, certain aspects of their theory are applied in Chapter IV to the 
treatment of spaces of type G. 
In Chapter I a space of type K is defined, the independence of the 
pseudo-norm postulates is established, and the question of the continuity 
of the pseudo-norm is treated. In Chapter II the notion of equivalence 
classes leads to a vector space of type K/Z, the existence of which depends 
only on the presence of a pseudo-norm in K. The more general spaces of 
type G are then introduced. A metric topology defined in terms of the 
pseudo-norm is discussed in Chapter III and functionals linear with respect 
to this topology are considered. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
1). See, for example, Izy'ers, Ref. 7; LaSalle, Ref. 9; von Neumann, Ref. 16; 
Wehausen, Ref. 19. 
2). Menger, Ref. 13, p 96. 
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The question of the GateatllCdifferentiability of the pseudo-norm is 
taken up in Chapter IV and a connection is established between this 
property and the existence of functionals linear in the topology of the 
pseudo-norm. 
Chapter V investigates connections between the pseudo-norm and order-
ing relations in a real vector space. Conditions are found under which a 
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CHAPTER I 
Spaces of Type K 
1.1. Definition. A space of type K is a set of undefined elements x, y, 
z, ••• , satisfying the following postulates: 
1.1.1. Postulates for a linear space. K forms a real linear space (vector 
space) • This means 
1.1.l(a). The elements of K form a conunutative group under an operation 
termed addition and denoted by +• The group inverse of an element x is de-
noted by -x, the i dentity element by e, and the operation x + (-y) by x-y. 
1.1.l(b). There is defined in K an associative and doubly-distributive 
multiplication of elements of K by real numbers a, b, c, ••• • This oper-
ation is called scalar multiplication and is denoted by a dot, thus • • It 
is subject to the following explicit rules: 
a real, x e K, then a.x E K; 
a real, x, y, e K, then a.(x+y) = a.x + a.y; 
a, b, real, x e K, then (a+b).x • a.x- + b.x; 
a.(b.x) • (ab).x; 
l.x = x. 
1) 
1.1.2. Postulates for the strong norm x. There exists a function defined 
for all x e K denoted by llx ll and called the (strong) norm of x such that 
1.1.2~a). llx ll is real; 
l.l.2(b). !Ix+ y ll ~ llx ll +lly ll ; 
l.l.2~c). a real, Ila.xii - lal llx ll ; 
-
l.1.2~d). x re~ 11x 11 > o. 
1). The adjective is used merely for convenience in distinguishing this 
norm from the pseudo-norm of 1.1.J. 
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1.1.J. Postulates for the Eseudo-norm or P-norm, P(x). There exists a 
function defined for all x E K denoted by P(x) and called the pseudo-norm 
of x such that 
1.1.J(a). P(x) is real and is not identically zero; 
1.1.J(b). P(x + y) ~ P(x) + P(y); 
1.1.J(c). a > o, P(a.x) = a P(x}. 
1.1.4. The pseudo-norm is bounded from above, i.e., there exists a con-
stant M such that P(x) ~ M llxll for all x E K. We shall suppose M to be the 
infimum of all such possible numbers. 
Remarks on the Postulates. 
The strong norm of 1.1.2 is the usual positive definite norm of normed 
linear spaces. The pseudo-norm of 1.1.3 is much more general. It can take 
on negative values and P(x) can be zero without x being the zero element. 
The pseudo-norm may be described verbally as a sub-additive positively-
homogeneous functional. It will shortly be proved (theorem l.J~ that 
postulate 1.1.4 is equivalent to the continuity of the P-norm with respect 
to the metric topology of the strong norm. 
1.2. Some Immediate Consequences of the Postulates. 
We assume for the moment that mathematical entities exist which satis-
fy 1.1.1 to 1.1.4 (examples will be produced later), and proceed to write 
down for purposes of reference some known simple consequences of the 
postulates. 
Consequences of Vector Space Postulates. 
-
i.2.1. o.x = e 
Proof: a.x = (a + O).x • a.x + O.x by 1.1.l(b). 
:. o.x = e. 
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i.2.2. a.e .Iii e. 
Proof. a.x = a.(x + e) = a.x + a.e by 1.1.l(b). 
1.2.3. (-1).x • -x. 
Proof~ e = o.x by 1.2.:i,= (-1 + l).x = (-1).x + l~~. (-1).x + x by 
1.1.l(b). Hence (-1).x is the inverse of x, i.e., (-1).x = -x. 
Consequences of Strong Norm Postulates. 
1.2.4. llell • o. 
Proof. llell • 112.ell by 1.2.2, = 2 llell by 1.1.2(c). 
:. llell = o. 
1.2.5. llx ll = 0 if and only if x = e. 
Proof. Sufficiency: 1.2.4. 
Necessity: Suppose llx ll = 0 but x F e. Then, by l.1.2(d), llxll > o, 
which is contrary to hypothesis. 
1.2.6. llxll = II-xii . 
Proof. II-xii = 11-1.xll by 1.2.J, = l-11 llxll by 1.1.2(c), = llxll . 
1.2. 7. I ll x ll - lly ll I ~ llx + y ll. 
Proof. llx + y - y ll :!: llx + y ll + 11-yll by l.1.2(b), : llx + y ll + llyll by 1.2.61 
i.e., I/xii 6 llx + yll + lly ll , llx ll - lly ll ~ llx + y l\. 
Interchange x and Y• llyll - llxll ~ llx + y ll. 
Hence I llxll - lly ll I ~ ll x + y ll. 
1.2.s. I llx ll - lly \I j ~ llx - y ll. 
Proof. Put -y for yin 1.2.7 and use 1.2.6. 
j Uxll - lly ll I = I llxll - 11-:;ll I ~ llx + (-y)ll = llx - y ll. 
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Consequences of Pseudo-Norm Postulates. 
1.2.9. P(0) = O. 
Proof. P(0) = P(20) = 2 P(0) by 1.1.J(c) • 
• •• P(0) • o. 
1.2.10. P(x) - P{-y) ~ P(x + y) and P(x) - P{y) ~ P(x - y). 
Proof. By 1.1.J(b), P(x + y + -y) ~ P(x + y) + P(-y), 
i.e., P(x) ~ P(x + y) + P(-y), P(x) - P(-y) ~ P(x + y). 
The second part now follows if y is replaced by -y. 
1.2.11. P(x) ~ -P(-x) and P(-x) ~ -P(x). 
Proof. Put x = 0 in the first part of 1.2.10. 
P(e) - P(-y) 6 P(e + y), hence 
-P(-y) ~ P(y~ which is the first part. 
By replacing y by -y, we get P(-y) ~ -P(y). 
1.2.12. For all real a, P(a.x) ~ a P(x). 
Proof. If a > 01 P(a.x) = a P(x) by 1.1.J(c). 
If a = o, P(a.x) = P(e) = 0 = a P(x). 
If a ~ o, P(x) ~ -P(-x) gives a P(x) ~ -a P(-x) = P(-a.-x) by 
1.1.J(c), i.e., a P(x) ~ P(-a.-x) = P(a.x), hence P(a.x) ~a P(x). 
1.3. Strong Continuity of the P-Norm. 
Ma.sur1) states without proof that condition 1.1.4, P(x) ~ Mllxll , is 
equivalent to the continuity of P(x) with respect to the strong norm 
topology. We first give precise definitions and then prove this result. 
l.J.l. Definition of Strong Continuity;. 
A real-valued function f(x) defined on a subset E C K is strongly con-
-------------------------------------------------------------------~~---1). Mazur, Ref. 11, p 130. 
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tinuous at x0 if, corresponding to any E > o, there exists a &(c, x0) > O 
such that ll x - Xoll <: S implies / f(x) - f(XQ) I < £. 
1.3.2. Definition of Strong Upper Semi-Continuity. 
A real-valued function f (x) is strongly upper semi-continuous at x0 
if, corresponding to any E > O, there exists a b(E, x0) > 0 such that 
llx - x0 11 < S implies f(x) < f(x0 ) + E. 
1.3.3. Definition of Strong Lower Semi-Continuity. 
A real-valued function f (x) is strongly lower semi-continuous at Xo 
if, corresponding to any E > O, there exists a 5(c, x0) > O such that 
ll x - x0 11 < 8 implies f(x) > f(Xo) - E. 
1.3.4. Lemma. The pseudo-norm P(x) is strongly upper semi-continuous at 
any point x0• 
Proof. The constant M of P(x) ~ Mll x ll is positive since P(x) is not identi-
cally zero, and, if P(x) < o, then by 1.2.11 P(-x) > - P(x) > o. 
P(x) - P(x0) ~ P(x - x0) by 1.2.10 
~ M ll x - Jeol! by 1.1•4 
< f, when ll x - x011 < E/M. 
Choose 8 = e/M. Then P(x) < P(:xo) + f. when ll x - xoll < S, that is 
P(x) is strongly upper semi-continuous at x0 by the definition 
1.3.2. 
l.J.5. Lemma. The pseudo-nonn P(x) is strongly lower semi-continuous at 
an:r point x0• 
Proof. P(XQ) - P(x) ~ P(x0 - x) by 1.2.10 
~ M llxa - x ii • M llx - x0ll < £ when !Ix - :icoll < c/M • 
• •• P(x) > P(XQ) - f. when ll x - :ico ll < 8 = f./M, 
i.e., P(x) is strongly lower semi-continuous at x0• 
l.J.6. Theorem. P(x) is strongly continuous at any point x0 e K. 
Proof. By the preceding two lemmas we have P(x) - P(XQ) < f, and 
P(XQ) - P(x) < £ when llx - xoll < & : f./M. This is the definition 
of strong continuity at Xo• 
l.J.7. Definition of Functional. A functional is a mapping of an abstract 
space into the set of real numbers. 
l.J.8. Definition of Positively-Homogeneous Functional. A positively-
homogeneous functional is a functional f such that f(a.x) = a f(x) for all 
a > o. 
1.3.9. Theorem. For a positively-homogeneous functional f defined on a 
space of type K to be strongly continuous at x = 9, it is both 
necessary and sufficient that there exist a constant A (independent 
of x) such that lf(x) I :!: A llx ll for all x e K. (This theorem is a 
slight generalization of a result of s. Banach:)) 
Proof. Necessity: If there is no such A, there exists a sequence of 
points {:xn}, Xn E K, and a sequence of positive numbers An_ such 
that An ~ oo and lr<xn>I > An"xn.11 . 
Define Yn = XnffLnll xnll • Then llynll • l/Au, hence lim llynll = o. 
n~ I f(yn) I = ) f(XnjAnll Jenll ) J = l/Anlbtnll I f(Jtn) I since f is positively-
homogeneous. Therefore \r<Yn> I > 1. Also r(e) = f(2.e) = 2 f(e), 
whence f(9) = O. So )r(yn) - f(9) 1 = lf(yn) I > 1 for all Yn• But 
this is impossible since, by strong continuity, \f(yn)_ - .f(e)) < € 
when llyn - ell • llynll is sufficiently small. 
---------------------------------------------------1). Banach, Ref. 2, p 54. 
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Sufficiency:: lf(x) - f(Q)l = lr(x)l since f{S) = o, ~ Allx ll < t for 
ll x ll < C/A. This means that f(x) is strongly continuous at e {see 
section 1.3.1). 
1.3.10. Theorem. In the space K the following relations are equivalent to 
one another: 
{a) There exists a constant M such that P(x) ~ Mlfx ll for all x € K; 
(b) The P-norm is strongly continuous at x = e; 
{c) There exists a constant A such that / P(x) \ fi Allx ll for all xeK. 
Proof. We show that (a) implies (b), {b) implies (c), and (c) implies (a). 
That {a) implies (b) is stated in theorem l.J.6. 
That {b) implies (c) follows immediately from theorem 1.3.9 since 
P(x) is a positively-homogeneous functional. 
That (c) implies (a) is clear. 
We point out that the equivalence of (a) and {b) proves the remark 
of Mazur noted above. 
Effect of Boundedness from Below {Only) on Semi-Continuity of P(x). 
As a matter of interest we next inquire whether P(x) necessarily re-
mains either upper or lower semi-continuous if postulate 1.1.4 is changed to 
1.1.4*• There exists a constant N such that P(x) ~ Nllxll for all x e K. 
The answer is no in both cases. This is shown by the following counter 
example. Let K1 consist of the set of all absolutely convergent series of 
real numbers under the ordinary rules of term-by-term addition and scalar 
multiplication. Every element x of K1 is an enumerable set of real numbers 
Un such that ~ \Un\ exists as a finite number. For this we use the nota-
n•l 
tion x : {un }, ~ IUn\ < a:>. Define Hx ll : SUP 1Un l1 and P{x) : ~1 1Un\ . n=l xr n• 
Then K1 satisfies postulates 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3, and 1.1.4*• 
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Verification of 1.1.1. K1 is a vector space since absolutely convergent 
series may be added, subtracted, and multiplied by real numbers, term by 
t erm, and remain absolutely convergent. In this space the identity element 
e is to, o, o, ···}• 
Verification of 1.1.2. ll x ll as defined above for K1 is a strong norm. It 
is readily seen to satisfy l.1.2(a), l.l.2(c}, and l.1.2(d). We show that 
1.1.2(b) is satisfied as follows: 
Let x ! {UnJ, y ! lvnJ• 
For all n, !Uni + lvnl ~ sup /Uni + sup I vn\ and 
n n 
IUn + vn) ~ !Uni + Jvnl ~ sup IUnl + sup lvn l 
n n 
.·• sup )Un + vn l ~ sup )Uni + sup lvn l 
n n n 
:. llx + yll E llxll + lly ll . This is l.l.2(b). 
Verification of 1.1.3. P(x) as defined in Ki is a pseudo-norm. 1.1.J(a) 
and 1.1.J(c) are clearly satisfied, and for 1.1.J(b) we have 
P(x + y) = t; IUn + vn l ~ 't; jun\ + 't; lvn\ : P(x) + P(y). 
Verification of 1.1.4*. We have P(x) ~ llxll since f!' /Uni =sup ju_ l• 
n=l n 11 
This shows that 1.1.4* holds with N = 1. 
Denial of Strong Upper Semi-Continuity•. We have to show that for some 
€ > o, there exists no o > O such that llx - x011 < &.- implies P(x) < P(x0) 
+ c. We choose € = 1, suppose there does exist such a S, and establish a 
contradiction. 
Let x0 • {1/n2 J. Then Xo is in K1 since 2: 1/n2 converges. 
P(:xa) = t; l/n2. Now consider the element x • {"Un) e K1 with · 
Un = 1/n2 + s12 for n ~ no = [ 21s + 1 J where I 21s + 1J denotes the great-
est integer in 2/~ + 1, and 11n = 1/n2 for n ) no· 
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Another way of writing x is 
x - ( 1 + .§_, ...!. + ~J ...!. + ~, .•• , ...!... + .§., 1 , 
- l 2 22 2 32 2 no2 2 (no+l)~ 
Then llx - xoll = sup !Un - l/n21 = o/2 < o. 
n 
However P(x) = z=_ I Uni = "£..00 l/n2 + no 0/2 
n•l 1 
= P(xo) + no S/2 > P(xo) + 1 since 
no= (2/8 + i] implies that no > 2/6, hence no &/2 > 1. Thus 
P(x) > P(XQ) + 1 even though !Ix - :xoll < 8. This is the contra-
diction sought. 
Denial of Lower Semi-Continuity of P(x). 
We have to show that for some £ > 0 there exists no 0 > 0 such that 
llx - xoll < ~ implies P(x) > P(xo) - t . The demonstration parallels the 
case innnediatel.y above. 
Take XO = {1/n2 ~ e = 11 but put 
x = {Un} =) 1 - ~, .]; - .§, ••• , ...!... - ~, 1, 1 , •• ·} l 2 22 2 no2 2 <no-1·1>2 <no+2>2 
where as before no = ( 2/S + 1 ]• 
Then P(x) = 2: l/n2 - no o/2 : P(x0) - ?lo o/2 < P(Xo) -1 since 
no '?J/2 > 1. However llx - x011 = 8/2 < ~. Thus: P(x) cannot be strongly lower 
semi-continQous at Xo• 
1.4. Examples of 5paces of 'l'ype K. 
Example I. A Finite Dimensional K-Space. 
Let K be the set of ordered n-uples of n real numbers. An element 
x of K is represented as x = { X11 X2, ••• J xn] • Then K forms a linear 
space with addition and scalar multiplication defined componentwise. De-
fine ll xll :: ( f: } ~IP)l/P where p is an arbitrary fixed positive integer, 
i•l 
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and P(x) : lil{IX Xp It is readily seen that llx ll s.atis.fies0 postulates 
l. 
1.1.2(a), l.l.2(c), and l.1.2(d). To verify l.l.2(b) we make use of the 
inequality of Minkowski, 
i.e., llx + y ll ~ llx ll + lly ll . 
Clearly also P(x) satisfies postulates 1.1.3(a) and 1.1.J(c). 1.1.J(b) 
holds since max (Xj_ + Yi) ~ max xi + max Yi• Finally we have 
i i i 
max xi ~ ( f lx1\ P)l/p so that P(x) ~ \lx l\. This is postulate 1.1.4. i i•l 
Example II. An Infinite Dimensional K-Space. 
Consider the Banach space (m) consisting of the set of all bounded 
sequences of complex numbers1) with scalar multiplication restricted to 
real numbers. (m) being a Banach space, postulates 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 are 
valid, the strong norm being defined as Yx\I • sup \1nl where x is the 
n 
sequence {;n}• The space is made into a K-space by defining the pseudo-
norm as P(x) : s:gp (RJ. ! n) • We proceed to verify that 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 hold. 
n 
1.1.J(a): P(x) is: certainly real. 
1.1.J(b): Let x = l;n}, y = l~n} be elements of (m). 
For all n, Rl fn ~ sup (Rl 1n) and R1 7n ~ sup (Rl f n>• 
n n 
Hence Rl <rn + >tn> ~ sup (Rl 1n) + sup (Rl ~n>• 
n n 
:. Sup Rl <rn + 1n) ~ sup Rl fn + sup (Rl ~ n), i.e., 
n n n 
P(x + y) ~ P(x) + P(y). 
1.1.J(c}:: For a "? o, P(a.x) = sup R1 (a f n) = a s:m> (Rl .'fn) = aP(x). 
n n 
1.1.4:: P(x) ~ llx ll since Rl rn ~ l~n I. This verifies that the 
space is of type K. 
-----------------------·~--------------------------------------------------1). Banach, Ref. 2, pp 11, 53. 
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Example .. III. 
This example makes evident the convexity properties implicit in the 
positive homogeneity and subadditivity of the pseudo-norm. Let K1 be any 
strongly normed linear space, that is, one satisfying 1.1.1 and 1.1.2, and 
let B be a convex bodyl) containing the zero of Ki as an interior point. 
Define P(x) as the Minkowski functional of B, i.e., P(x) : inf h for all 
h>O 
x/h EB x e: K:t• Then K1 is a space of type K. 
Proof. From Ascoli2) it follows that P(x) :!: O; P( x -ty) ~ P(x) + P(y);; 
P(tx) = t P(x) for t :> O; P(x) ~ Mllxll . 
Hence all the postulates 1.1.1 to 1.1.4 are valid. But in this 
case the pseudo-norm cannot assume negative values. Further examples are 
given at a later stage (Chapter III), when some of the deeper properties of 
these spaces are investigated. 
1.5. Inde.,E.~ndence of Pseudo-Norm Postulates. 
In view of 1.1.J(b) and 1.1.h it is meaningless to ~ry to obtain a 
system in which 1.1.J(b) and 1.1.4 hold but P(x) is not real. In this 
section it is established by means of examples that postulates 1.1.J(b), 
1.1.J(c), and 1.1.4 are independent of each other and of the remaining 
postulates. For instance, in order to show that postulate l.l.3(b) is in-
dependent of all the remaining postulates we describe a system in which all 
the postulates hold except 1.1.J(b). 
5ystem Showing the Independence of 1.1.J(b). 
Consider the Banach space of bounded sequences of real numbers. An 
element x of this space is of the form x • [ f1, 'f2, ••• , ~n' •••} with 
---------------------------------------------~------------------------------1). Mazur, Ref. 10, p 72. A convex body is a convex set closed with re-
spect to the metric topology of the strong norm in K1 and containing interior points. 
2). Ascoli, Ref. 1, pp 48-50. 
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ll xll = s~p \1n\, where the fn, are real numbers. Define P(x) = ~ Fn• This 
system is known to be a Banach space, which means that postulates 1.1.1 and 
1.1.2 are satisfied. 
1.1.J(a) holds since P(x) is real. 
1.1.J(c) holds since, if a > o, P(ax) = inf a f n = a inf f n = aP(x). 
n n 
1.1.4 holds since P(x) = igf f n ~ SgP j~J = llxll . 
But l.l.3(b) is not satisfied for we have P(x + y) = 1Rf <r n + 1n) 
~ i~ fn -t ~ ">zn ~ P~x) + P(y), where y = ~ 1n1• 
System Showin~ the Independence of l.l.3(c). 
Let K be the set of real numbers and define llx \\ = Ix \• 
Define the pseudo-norm P(x) as follows: P(x) = /lxf when lx l ~ l; 
P(x) = lxl when lx l < 1. Then it is readily seen that postulates 1.1.1 and 
1.1.2 hold. 
1.l.3{a) is immediate. 
The proof of 1.1.J(b) requires consideration of several cases. 
Case 1. lx l , ly l , Ix+ y l, ~ 1. 
Then P(x + y) = /Ix+ :rl :!: /! x i + l y l : llxi T /jyf:: P(x) + 
P(y). 
Case 2. !x i , \y\, ~ l; Ix + y\ < 1. 
Then P(x + y) = Ix + y l <. 1. 
P(x) + P(y) = /W + liYf" ~ 2 since lx l , l:rl ~ 1. 
:. P(x + y) ~ P(x) + P(y). 
Case J. lx l ~ l, lyl < 1, Ix + y l ~ l. 
Then P(x + y) = /Ix + yl :: /!x i + lyl • 
Now ly l + 2 v1xf > 1 since lx l ~ 1. Hence -y2 + 2 lyl {lxf > I y l on 
multiplying by lyl . Therefore .y2 + '2\yl ~ + \xi > \yl + lxl, 
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i.e., ( lyl + f"Gcl )2 > ly l + Ix \. Hence ly l + rTxf >~YI + lx l 
~ i'lx + y \ by the first line of this proof, i.e., P(y) + P(x) > 
P(x + y). 
Case 4. !xi =: 11 lyl < 11 Ix+ y l < 1. Then P(x + y) = Ix+ YI 
< 1 < lfxl + lyl since lxl > 11 
< P(x:) + P(y). 
Case 5. lxl < 11 lyl < 11 Ix + y\ ii: 1. 
Then P(x + y) = /I x + yl 6 Ix+ y \ since Ix +YI ~ 11 ~ lxl + ly l 
= P(x) + P(y). 
Case 6. l x i < 11 ly l < 1, Ix + y l < 1. 
Then P(x + y) = Ix+ yl ~ lxl + ly l = P(x) + P(y). 
The above six cases establish t hat l.1.3(b) is satisfied. 
But l.1.3(c) does not hold. This can be seen by considering the 
case where a > l and x > 1. 
Then P(ax) : ru = fa -,Ix = ,...;- P(x) 7- a P(x). 
Postulate 1.1.4 holds since ll xll = lxl and P(x) = /GT for Ix\ :- 1, 
= l x l for Ix\ < 1. 
Now l!xl ~ /xi for lx l :t 1 so that, for all x, P(x) ~ llx ll. Thus 
the constant M of 1.1.4 has the value 1. This shows that 1.1.)(c) is in-
dependent of the other postulates. 
Szstem Showing the Independence of Postulate 1.1.4. 
We again make use of the example on page 7 1 there used to show that 
continuity of the P-norm. does not hold if it is merely bounded from below. 
K is the set of all absolutely convergent series of real numbers. We recall 
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CD 
that \l x \I = s~ !Un\, P(x) • ~ I Un i, where x = {Un l• We have seen {pages- 7 
and 8) that these definitions satisfy postulates 1.1.11 1.1.2, and 1.1.3. 
But 1.1.4 does not hold; i.e., there is no number M independent of x such 
that P{x) 6 Mllx ll . For any given M, no matter how large, it is always pos-
sible to construct a convergent series with a sufficient number of terms 
each equal to sHp IUnl so that the sum is greater than M SgP IUnl i i.e., 
greater than Mllxll . 
Otherwise thus: we have seen that a space satisfying postulate 1.1.4 
has a strongly continuous pseudo-norm. But we have also seen (page 8) that, 
in the space of the present example, P(x) is not strongly continuous. Hence 




The Factor Group Kjz: as a Pseudo-Normed Vector Spac~ 
The results of this chapter do not depend on the existence of the 
strong norm in K but only on that of the pseudo-norm. 
2.1. Equivalence Relations based on the Pseudo-Norm. 
We proceed to discuss two methods of obtaining equivalence relations 
in a space of type K by means of P(x). 
2.1.1. Method 1. 
Define x ~ y to mean P(x) = P(y). 
Proof that the relation ~ is an equivalence. 
1.) -;:;;:: is well-defined, since for any elements x, y either 
P(x) = P(y) or P(x) , P(y). 
2.) :::= is reflexive: x ~ x, since P(x) = P(x). 
3.) -::::: is symmetric:: if P(x) = P(y), then P(y) = P(x). Hence, if 
x -:::: y, then y ~ x. 
4.) ~ is transitive: if P(x): P(y) and P(y) = P(z), then 
P(x) = P(z). Hence x ';::;j y and y ';::;j z implies x ~ z. 
So ~ is an equivalence relation. 
2.1.2. Lennna. P(x) : 0 if and only if x ~ e. 
Proof. Sufficiency: 
If x ~ 6 then by definition P(x) = P(9) = o. 
Necessity: 
If P(x) = o, then P(x) • P(e) since P(e) = o. 
Hence x ~ e. 
The lemma shows that under the relation ~ the pseudo-norm has property 
1.2.5 of the strong norm, namely llx ll = 0 if and only if x = e. 
We nmrr reg.a.rd two elements of K as "identical under ~" if they have 
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equal pseudo-norms. K can then be split into equivalence classes such that 
all elements in any one class are identical under -;::;:;:. However, elements in 
the same equivalence class do not have equal strong norms. It is easy to 
get examples from the space K of bounded sequences to show that x ~ y does: 
not imply that llx ll = lly ll . 
2.1.3. Method 2. 
This is an essentially deeper method than 2.1.1 and consists in obtain-
ing a subgroup of elements of K and establishing an algebraic homomorphism 
by the method of residue classes (cosets). In this we follow the procedure 
of Morse and Transue1) but by virtue of our pseudo-norm being more general 
than the one treated in their investigation we require more stringent con-
ditions in order to obtain as starting point a subgroup of the set K. 
We define Z to be the set of elements x of K such that 
P(x) = P(-x) = o.2) In the usual notation 
z = [x E K I P(x) = P(-x) = oJ. 
2.1.4. Theorem. The set Z = { x E K I P(x) = P(-x) = 0 } is a subgroup of K. 
Proof. Z is non-empty for P(9) • P(-6) • 0 ~ 9 E z. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for Z to be a subgroup of K 
are3) 
1.) Closure, i.e., x e z, y € Z implies x T y E Z; 
2.) Existence of inverse, i.e., x E Z implies -x e z • 
........__ _________________________ ---------------~-----------------------~----
1). Morse and Transue, Ref. 15, p 779. 
2). The condition that P(x) = 0 is not sufficient to make Z a subgroup, 
since all that this implies is that P(-x) ~ 0 under our postulates on 
P. This is in contrast to the case treated by Morse and Transue, loc. 
cit. 
3). Van der Waerden, Ref. 18, p 21. 
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Proof of closure:. Let x, y be elements of z. By the definition of 
z, P(x) = P(-x) = P(y) : P(-y) : O. 
We have to shmr that P(x + y) = P(-(x + y) ) = o. 
(1) P(x + y) ~ P(x) + P(y) = O. 
P(x + y) = P(x - (-y) ) ~ P(x) - P(-y) by 1.2.10, ~ 0 - 0 : O. 
(2) From (1), it follows that P(x + y) = o. 
Now P(- (x + y) ) = P(-x - y) ~ P(-x) - P(y) by 1.2.10, 
~ 0 - 0 = o. 
Also P(- (x + y) ) ~ P(-x) + P(-y) by postulate 1.1.J(b), ~ O. 
Hence P(- (x + y) ) = o. 
From (2), P(x + y) = P(- (x + y) ) = o. Therefore x + y e z. 
Proof of existence of inverse: This is immediate from the defi-
nition of z. If we write out the pr oof, we have that x e Z illlplies 
P(x) = P(-x) = o. Hence P(-x) = P(- (-x) ) • o, which means that 
-x e z. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
The question arises: is such a subgroup Z confined solely to the zero 
of K? If so, then any theory based on Z will be essentially trivial. In 
other words, are there any elements of K other than e for which P(x) • P(-x) 
= O? The following example shows that such elements exist in the most 
general case. 
Let K be the space (m) of bounded sequences x = {'nl of complex numbers 
with llxll defined as sHP )rnl and P(x) defined as sgp (Rl fn)• We have 
previously shown (1.4, Example II) that this is a space of type K. Then 
P(x) = P(-x) = 0 means that the element x is a sequence of pure imaginaries 
and the subgroup Z consists of all bounded sequences of pure magi.nary 
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numbers. Thus our considerations are non-trivial, and we may return to the 
general theory. 
Let Q be the group of residue classes {cosets) of K with respect to z. 
Q is called the residue class group {factor group) of K with respect to Z 
and is denoted by K/Z. An algebraic homomorphism exists between the ele-
ments of K and the elements of Q. This mapping divides K into equivalence 
classes which are the residue classes of Z and constitute the elements of Q. 
A necessary and sufficient condition that two elements, x, y of K belong to 
the same residue class is that x - y is in z.1) This is written x = y {mod 
Z). 
2.1.5. Lemma. For real a 'f- O,, aZ = z,, where Z = [x E K l P(x) = P(-x) • o} 
and aZ denotes the set of elements ax2) or K such that x is in z. 
Proof. Case 1. a > 01 x E z. 
P(ax} = a P(x) = O = a P(-x} = P(a.-x) = P(-ax). Hence 
ax E Z for a > o. 
Case 2. a < 01 x E Z~ 
P(ax) = P{-a.-x) = (-a) P(-x) by l.1.3{c),, = 0 = {-a) P{x) 
= P(-ax). Hence ax E Z for a < o. 
Cases 1 and 2 show that aZ c Z. Conversely if x € z,, 1/ a x E Z by the 
preceding. So l/a x = y E z,, x = a:y E aZ. Thus Z c aZ. Together with the 
result that aZ c z·, this establishes the lemma. 
2.1.6. Theorem. The residue class group Q = K/Z, which has as elements the 
residue classes of K (mod Z),, where Z = [x e KI P(x) = P(-x) = o},, forms a 
linear space. 
Proof. We have to show that Q forms a commutative group urtder addition, and 
--~----------------------~~~~----------------------------~~-------~--1). 
2). 
For the fundamental ideas of coset and factor group, see van der 
Waerden,, Ref. 18, pp 25-34. 
Here and in future, where convenient,, we omit the dot hitherto used to 
denote scalar multiplication (1.1.l(b)). · 
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that under a suitable definition of scalar multiplication Q satisfies 
postulates 1.1.l(a) and 1.1.l(b). 
In what follows, elements of Q are denoted by Q1, Q2, ••• , but Q is 
not necessarily denumerable. 
2.1.7. Definition of Addition of Elements of Q = KfZ. 
Q1 + ~ = {q1 + q2 \ ql e K C\ Q1, Q2 e K n Q2 }· 
2.1.8. Definition of Scalar Multiplication of Elements of Q = KfZ• 
For real a, Q1 e Q, define aQJ_ ! {a<n. I q1 E K n Q1} for a 'f o, 
: the subgroup Z for a = o. 
The proof of theorem 2.1.6 depends on a series of lemmas. 
2.1.9. Lemma. Under addition, Q = K/Z forms a commutative group with Z as 
identity. 
Proof. This is a classical algebraic result. 
2.1.10. Lemma. If a is real, Q1 e Q, then aQi € Q. 
Proof. Q1 is a coset of the subgroup Z = lx € K l P(x) = P(-x) = oJ. 
Hence Q1 = q1 + Z where 'Cq E K. 
Then aQ1 = the set of elements a(q1 + Z) 
= the set aql + aZ 
= aq1 + Z by lemma 2.1.5 and definition 2.1.8 
= a coset Qt E Q. 
Hence Q = K/Z is closed under multiplication by real numbers. 
2.1.11. Lemma. a(Ql + Q2) = aQ1 + aQ2, where a is real and Q]_, ~ are 
elements of Q. 
Proof. If x e K () a(Q1 + Q2), x = a(q1 + q2) where ql E K (\ Q1 and 
q2 E K n Q2 • Thus x :: aq1 + aq2 E aQl + aQ2 • 
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Hence a(Q1 + Q2) c aQl + aQ2• Conversely, if x E K n (aQ1 + aQ2) 1 
x = aq1 + a.~ where q1 E K (\ Qp ~ e K (\ Q2 
= a(q1 + q2) e a(Q1 + ~). Therefore aQ1 + a~ c a(Q1 + Q2). 
Hence a(Q1 + Q2) = aQ1 + aQ2• 
If a = 01 a(Q1 + Q2) = Z by definition 2.1.8 and aQl + aQ2 = Z + Z 
= Z since Z is the group identity. So the lemma is valid for all 
real a. 
2.1.12. Lemma. (a + b)Q1 : aQ1 + bQ1 where a, b are real numbers, and 
Ql E Q. 
Proof. If a= b = 01 (a+ b)Q1 = Z = Z + Z = aQ1 + bQ1• 
If a~ o, b = o, then (a + b)Q1 = aQ1 = aQ1 + Z = aQ1 + b~l by 2.1.8. 
If a f. o, b 1 01 suppose x € K n (a + b)Q1 and Q1 = q1 + Z, Qi 
being a coset of z. 
Then x = (a + b) (q1 + CJQ) where <Jo E Z 
= a(q1 + <IQ) + b(q1 + Clo) e a(q1 + Z) + b(q1 + Z) c aQ1 + bQl 
:. (~ + b)Q1 c aQ1 + bQp 
Conversely, if y € K () (a~ + bQ1 ), 
y = a(q1 + CJ()) + b(q1 + q()) where CI&' q() are elements of Z 
= (a + b)q1 + aqQ + bq(,' 
= (a + b)q1 + z1 + z2 by lemma 2.1.5, where z11 z2, are in Z 
= (a + b)ql + z3 where z3 is an element of the subgroup Z 
= (a + b)q1 + (a + b)~ by lenuna 2.1 • .5, where ~ is in Z 
= (a + b)(q1 + ~) € (a + b)Q1 
Hence aQ1 + bQ1 c (a + b)Q1• 
This result together with the one above proves the lenuna. 
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2.1.13. Lemma. a(bQ1) = (ab)Q1 where a, b a.re real, Q1 E Q. 
Proof. a(bq1 ) = (a.b)q1 for each tl]. e Q1• 
Proof. Clear. 
Theorem 2.1.6 now follows from lemmas 2.1.9 to 2.1.14 inclusive. 
2.2. Definition of a Pseudo-Norm in the Linear Space Q = K/Z where 
z = lx E K I P(x) = P(-x) = o}! 
2.2.1. We shall call a space satisfying postulates 1.1.1 and 1.1.J a 
1) 
pse)rlo-norriled vector space. 
For Q1 E K/Z, define Pz(Q1) = P(x) where x is any element of K belong-
ing to Q1• Before proving that P z { Qj) satisfies the pseudo-norm postulates 
1.1.3 we justify this definition by proving 
2.2.2. Lemma. All elements x in the same coset Qi have equal P-norms. 
Proof. Let x, y be elements of K n ~' where Q1 is the coset ql + z, 
q1 e K. Then x = q1 + z1, y = q1 + z2 where z1,, z2 a.re in the 
subgroup z. 
:. x - y = z1 - z2 E Z since Z is a subgroup • 
• ~ P(x - y) = P(7 - x) = O by definition of z. 
By 1.2.10,, P(x - y) ~ P(x) - P(y) and P(y - x) ~ P(y) - P(x). 
Hence 0 ~ P(x) - P(y) and 0 ~ P{y) - P(x), so P{x) - P(y) = 0 and 
P(x) = P(y). This proves the lermna. 
2.2.3. Theorem. If Q1 is any element of the linear space K/Z (theorem 
2.1.6) and if a functional Pz is defined on K/Z so that Pz(Ql_) = P(x) where 
------------------------------------------------~---------------------------1). Menger uses the term "generalized vector space"• (Ref. 13, p 96.) 
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x E K n Q1, then Pz(Q1) satisfies the pseudo-norm postulates 1.1.J(a), 
1.1.J(b), and 1.1.J(c). 
Proof. 1.1.J(a): Pz(Q1) is real since P(x) is real. 
1.1.J(b): Pz(Q1 + Q2) = P(q1 + q2) where q1 6 Q1 and q2 E Q2 
~ P(ql) + P(C12) = Pz(Q1) + Pz(Q2)• 
1.1.J(c): a > O, Pz(aQi) = P(aqi) = aP(<lJ.) = aPz(Q1)• 
2.2.4. Corollary• The linear space K/Z, P-normed as above, is a pseudo-
normed vector space (2.2.l)o 
2 • 3 • Sunnnary:: 
The cosets of K (mod Z) where Z = f x E K \ P(x) = P(-x) = o} form a 
linear space K/Z onto which K is mapped homomorphically. Group addition, 
scalar multiplication, and pseudo-norm r elationships are preserved by this 
homomorphism. The last follows from the fact that if x ;:;:; Q1 and y ;::;;;; ~ 
where ;::::; denotes the homomorphic mapping, then P(x) = P(y) implies P:z(Q1) = 
Pz(Q2h and conversely (by lemma 2.2.2). We may note that P(x) = P(y) does 
not imply that x and y are in the same coset Q1• This is made evident from 
the follo1ving illustrative example. 
2.3.1. The Subgroup Z and the Space K/Z when the Space K is the Space of 
Bounded Sequences of 1.4, Example II. 
We recall that x e K is a complex sequence {fn1 with llx ll = s~p l1"'nl 
and P(x) = sgp R1 '1n• P(x) = P(-x) = O implies that R1 f n = 0 for all n. 
Hence x is a sequence of pure imaginary numbers and the subgroup Z consists 
of the set of all bounded sequences consisting of pure imaginaries. All 
elements in a particular coset of Z consist of sequences which, term for 
term, have equal real parts. 
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To show that P(x) = P(y) does not imply that x and y are in the same 
coset, consider 
x = f o, -1, -1, -1, -1, ••• 1 
y = { i, i, i, i, i, ••• J, where i = /"=1 • 
Then P(x) = o, P(y) = o, P(-x) = 11 P(-y) = o. 
Hence, y is in Z but x is not. 
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CHAPTER III 
The P-Topology and P-Linear Functionals 
In this chapter we introduce notions of limit and continuity based on 
the P-norm. 
3.1. The P-Topology in Spaces of Type G/Z. 
3.1.1. Definition of Space of 'l)lPe G, or Pseudo-Normed Vector 8pace. 
A space of type G, or a pseudo-normed vector space, 1 .is a real linear 
space satisfying postulates 1.1.l and 1.1.3, i.e., a space G differs from a 
space K in not having a given strong norm (see also 2.2.1). 
3.1.2. Theorem. If (i) x is an element of a pseudo-normed vector space G, 
(ii) P(x) = P(-x) = 0 implies x = e, the zero of G, 
then B(x) : max {P(x), P(-x)J has the properties l.1.2(a) to 
l.1.2(d) of a strong norm. 
Proof. The theorem is a direct consequence of the following lemmas. 
3.1.3. Lemma. B(x) ~ 0 where B(x) =max {P(x), P(-x)}. 
Proof. By 1.2.11, P(x) ~ -P(-x) and P(-x) ~ -P(x). Hence, if either P(x) 
or P(-x) is negative, B(x) =max {P(x), P(-x)} > o. So, in general, 
B(x) ~ o. 
3.1.4. Lemma. B(x) : 0 implies x : e under the lzypotheses of theorem 
Proof. If B(x) = o, it is clear from the proof of lemma 3.1.3 that neither 
P(x) nor P(-x) can be negative. Hence P(x) = P(-x) = o. Then by 
hypothesis (ii) of theorem 3.1.2, x = e. 
3.1.5. Lemma. B(x + y) ~ B(x) + B(y). 
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Proof. P(x + y) ~ P(x) + P(y); P(- x+y) ~ P(-x) + P(-y). 
Hence max {PCx + y), P(- x+y)} ~max {P(x), P(-x)} +max {P(y), 
P(-y)J , i.e., B(x + y) 6 B(x) + B(y). 
3.1.6. Lemma. B(ax) = /al B(x) for real a. 
Proof. B(ax) =max (P(ax), P(-ax)} =max faP(x), aP(-x)1 if a > 0 
= max {-a?(-:x:), -aP(x)} if a < o. 
= max {I al P(x), la! P(-x)1 for any real a. 
: !a l max \P(x), P(-x)1 = lal B(x). 
Lemmas 3.1.3 to 3.1.6 prove that the strong norm postulates 1.1.2 hold. 
This establishes theorem 3.1.2. 
3.1.7. Corollary;. If G is a pseudo-normed vector space in which hypothesis 
(ii) of theorem 3.1.2 does not hold, the functional B(x) : max ~ P(x), 
P(-x)} is a positive semi-definite norm, i.e., B(x) satisfies 
l.l.2(a) 1 l.l.2(b), l.1.2(c), but not l.1.2(d). 
Proof. Lemma 3.1.4 is the only one the proof of which makes use of 
hypothesis (ii) of theorem 3.1.2. 
3.1.8. Lemma. If (i) x is an element of a pseudo-normed vector space G, 
(ii) max {P(x), P(-x~ < ~ , 
then IP(x) ) < ~ and I P(-x) I < "1• 
Proof. By hypothesis (ii), P(-:x:) ~ ~1 hence -P(-x) > - ">'[· 
By 1.2.11, P(x) ~ -P(-x) ·> -~· 
Again, by (ii), P(x) < >'/ , hence I P(x) I < >?• 
Similarly )P(-x) j < '>f• 
The Space G/Z. 
We have previously noted (page 15) that the existence of the pseudo-
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normed vector space K/Z of corollary 2.2.4 depends only on the pseudo-norm 
P(x). Consequently for any pseudo-normed vector space G we obtain in 
similar fashion the factor group space G/Z where Z is the subgroup {x e GI 
P(x) = P(-x) = o1. Now in spaces of type Kor Git is not generally true 
that P(x) : P(-x) = 0 implies x = e (see example 2.3.1). However, this 
property holds for spaces K/Z and G/Z, as is shown by the next theorem. 
3.1.9. Theorem. If (i) G is a pseudo-normed vector space, (see 3.1.1), 
(ii) z is the subgroup= {x E G I P(x) = P(-x) = o), 
(iii) Q' is any element of the space G/Z, (see immediately above), 
(iv) B(Q:) S max { P(Q), P(-Q)};) 
then the space G/Z is a strongly normed linear space under the 
definition llQll ! B(Q). 
Proof. By corollary 2.2.4, G/Z is a pseudo-normed vector space and hence 
satisfies hypothesis (i) of theorem 3.1.2. 
If P(Q) = P(-Q) = o, all the elements x of G present in the coset Q 
satisfy the relation P(x) = P(-x) = o, since all elements in the same coset 
have equal pseudo-norms (definition 2.2 and lemma 2.2.2). Therefore Q = z, 
the zero of G/Z, and G/'C satisfies the remaining hypothesis (ii) of theorem 
3.1.2. Accordingl..v, B(Q) has the properties of a strong norm in the space 
G/Z. 
3.1.10. Definition of P-Topology• The (strong) metric topology of G/Z, 
based on the strong norm B(Q) =max {P(Q), P(-Q) ], Q E G/Z, will be termed 
the P-topology. 
The usual concepts of the theory of normed linear spaces can now be 
applied to G/Z with its P-topology. In particular, we have the notions of 
limit, continuity, linear functional, and sequential completeness, all in 
·~~--.. --------------------------------------------~------------ ------1). Here and in future we omit the subscript z hitherto used for the P-nQlnn 
in the factor group space K/Z. 
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terms of the strong norm B(Q) =max {P(Q), P(-Q)) . In order to distinguish 
this topology from the strong norm topology of 1.1.2 in the space K we use 
the prefix P and speak of P-limit, P-continuity, etc. 
3.2. P-Linear Functionals in Spaces of Type G/Z. 
3.2.1. Definition of P-Linear Functional in G/Z. A P-linear functional in 
1) 
G/Z is a functional defined over G/Z that is additive, homogeneous, and P-
continuous. This means that, if F(Q) is a P-linear functional, F(aQ1 + b~) 
: aF(Q1) + bF(Q2), a, b, real, and for any point Q0 and any E > o, there 
exists a o(Qo, £ ) > 0 such that jF(Q - Qo) I <£ when B(Q - ~) < &. 
The existence of linear functionals on a strongly-normed linear space 
is a classical result. Before using it, we treat a simple case directly in 
terms of the pseudo-norm. 
3.2.2. Lemma. If ~ is an element of G/Z and t is a real variable, then 
the functional F defined over the vector subspace S = {tQo} by 
F(tQ0) E sign t [P(t%) + P(-t.%)] is P-linear over S (definition 
3.2.1). 
Proof. Homogeneity: 
t > o. F(tQo) = tP{Qo) + tP{~) = tF{Qo) 
t < o. F(tQo) = - [PCtQo) + P(-tQo~ 
Additivity: 
= - [-tP(-Qo) -tP(Q0 )] since -t > o, 
: t ~(-Qo) t P(Qo)] : tF(~). 
Since we are restricted to elements of S = {tQ0} , 
F(Q1 + ~) = F(O( Qo + (3 Qo) = F(cx + (3 Qo) where Q1 = ex Q0, Q2 = r3Q0, 
-------------------------...-----------
1). It is sufficient to define a linear functional on a normed linear space 
as one which is additive and continuous. Banach, Ref. 2, p 36, proves 
that such a functional is also homogeneous. 
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i.e., F(Q1-t-02) = (oc + ~ ) F(Q(>) by homogeneity, 
: oc F(Qo) + (3 F(Q0) 
P-Continuity: 
: F(oc ~) + F( (3 %) 
: F(Qi) + F(Q2)• 
Let Qi = ex Q0 be an arbitrary fixed element of s: = {tQ()l 1 
and Q = tQ0 be an element of S such that Q 1 Q1• 
jF(Q) - F(Q1)I = IF(Q - Qi~ by homogeneity and additivity 
= jF( t-oc Qo)\ ' · 
= jsign ( t - o: ) LP( t-<X Qo) + P(- t-a: Qo)] 
~ 2 max l P( t-oc Qo), P(- t-oc Qo) 1 since 
max lP(x), P(-x)} :: 0 (lemma 3.1.3), 
~ 2 B(t-cx Q0) = 2 B(Q - Q1) < f. for B(Q - Q].) < f./2. 
Thus F(Q) is continuous at Q1 in terms of the strong norm B(Q). 
The lemma now follows from the definition (J.2.1) of P-linear 
functional. 
3.2.3. Functional Modulus. 
We denote the functional modulus (or norm) of a P-linear functional F 
defined on G/Z by [E) • That is, 00 is the smallest number k such that 
!F(Q)I : k B(Q) for all Q e G/Z;) 
The existence of P-linear functionals defined over the full space G/Z 
can be shown by applying the Hahn-Banach extension theorem to lemma 3.2.2. 
However, we go directly to the following result of Banach~) 
3.2.4. Theoremo For every Q() E G/Z there exists a P-linear functional F(Q) 
1). See Banach, Ref. 2, pp 54-55, and also theorem 1.3.9 of this thesis. 
2). Banach, loc. cit., p 55, theorem 3. 
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defined on G/Z such that F( Qo) = B( Qo) and [El = 1, where B( Q0) = 
max {P(Qo) 1 P(-QQ) ). 
3.2.5. Coroll~. If ~ is an element of G/Z different from the zero 
element z, then there exists a P-linear functional F(Q) defined on G/Z such 
that F(Q.o) = P(Qo) + P(...Qo), and 
Proof. By 3.2.4 there exists a B-linear functional L such that 
L( Qo) : B( Q()) and ltJ = 1. 
Define F( Q) : rl ·· min l P( Qo), P(-Qo)} ] L( Q) t 'T max {P(Qo), P(~)} · • 
Then F(~): max {P(Qo), P(~)} +min {PCQo), P(-0.0)1 = 
P( ~) + P(-Qo), and IF( Q) \ ::= (i + min f P(Qo), P~-Qo)1 ) B(Q), 
max l P{~), P ~)} 
since \I(Q) \ ~ B(Q). 
Hence (El ~ 1 + min { P(~), P(-Qo)j 
B Qo) • 
But the possibility of less in this inequality is excluded, since 
F(~) = [ l + min { P(Qfi), P(-Qo)} ] B(Q ) 
B Qo) 0 • 
This establishes the corollary. 
3.3. Functionals P-Lineair over the Original $pace G. 
In this section we generalize a result of Morse and Transue1) and ob-
tain the existence of non-zero functionals defined on the original pseudo-
--------------------------·--------~---
1). M. Morse and W. Transue, Ref. 15, p 779. These writers consider the 
case of a positive semi-definite "pseudo-norm" ll x ll which satisfies the 
conditions llxll ~ o, \Ix+ y ll ~ llxll + llyll , llcxxll = l cx: l. llx ll , but which 
can be zero without x being zero. 
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normed vector space G which are P-linear in a sense to be made clear. 
Elements of the space G will be denoted by small latin letters x, y, z. 
3.3.1. Definition of P-Limit of a Sequence fxn}1 Xn E G. 
A sequence {xn}, Xn E G, is said to P-converge to a limit XO E G if, 
for all n > no(£), B(Xzi - xo) < €. , where B(x) : max l P(x), P(-x)}. This is 
written Xn ~ xo and xo is called the P-limit of the sequence {Xn1. 
The P-limit of a sequence of elements of G is not necessarily unique. 
This circumstance is a direct consequence of the fact that B(x) can be zero 
without x being zero. It is made evident by the following l emma. 
3.3.2. Lemma. If (i) G is a pseudo-normed vector space, 
(ii) XO E G is a P-limit of a sequence {xnl , Xn e G for all n, 
(iii) z is the subgroup = { x E G I P(x) = P(-x) = o}, 
(iv) y is any element in the same coset of Z as Xo• 
then y is also a P-limit of the sequence {Xn) • 
Proof. By definition, Xn -~ Xo ~B(Xzi - XQ) <£ for n > no(E). 
y, Xo in the same coset ~Y - x0 E Z ~P(y - x0) = P(Xo - y) = o. 
P(Xzi - y) : P(Xzi - xo + XQ - y) ~ P(Xzi - XQ) + P(XQ - y) 
~ P(Xfi - xo) < c for n > llo• 
Similarly P(y - Xzi) < E for n > Ila• 
:. B(:xn - y) < E for n > no(c). Hence Xn ..f~ y and y is a P-limit 
of { Xnl• 
Definition of P-Continuity of a Functional Defined over G. We give two 
definitions and then prove they are equivalent. 
3.3.3. A functional f is P-continuous with respect to G at Xo e G if to 
any £ > 0 there corresponds a O (XQ, £ ) > 0 such that B(x - :xo> <. 0 implies 
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j.r(x) - f(x0 ) / <. t:. 
3.3.4. A functional f is P-continuous with respect to G at XO E G if, for 
any £ > 0 and any sequence {Xn_}, Xn E G, that P-converges to x0, there 
exists a positive integer no(E) such that lf(Xn) - f(Xo) \ < t for n > no(( ). 
3.3.5. Lemma. Definitions 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 are equivalent. 
Proof. We first show that 3.3.3 implies 3.3.4. 
By definition of P-convergence, ~ _f~ Xo =>there exists a no(S) 
such that B(xn - Xo) < 8 for n > no(&). Hence, by 3.3.3, I f(x) - f(xo) I < €. 
It remains to prove that 3.3.4 implies 3.3.3. 
Deny 3.3.3. Then for some £ > 0 there exists a sequence of positive 
numbers f Sn) and a sequence {xn\ of elements of G such that On~ o, 
B(xn - xo) < ~ and lf(Xn,) - f(xo) I ~ f.. Since Sn ~ o, B(xn - :xo> < Sn 
means that Xn ~ Xo• So definition 3.3.4 applies and jf(Xn_) - f(Xo) \ < l 
for all n sufficiently large. This establishes the contradiction sought. 
3.3.6. Definition of Functional P-Linear over a Vector Subspace E of a 
Pseudo-Normed Vector Space G. 
A functional f defined on E c G will be called P-linear with respect 
to G if it is additive1 ) and P-continuous with respect to G at each point 
of E. 
J.3.7o Theorem. If f is a functional P-linear with respect to G on a 
pseudo-normed linear space G in the sense of 3.3.6, then f(ax) = a f(x) for 
all real a, that is, f is homogeneous. 
Proof. The proof is similar, mutatis mutandis, to that of Theorem 2, page 
36, of Banach's book (Ref. 2). First, the additivity of f(x) is sufficient 
1). 11Additive11 means it satisfies f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y) for all x, y e G. 
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to establish by purely algebraic means that f(rx) = r f(x) for any rational 
number r. For a:ny real number a, let ~rn) be a sequence of rational numbers 
converging to a. Then for arbitrary fixed x E G, B(rnX - ax) = lrn-a l B(x) 
< E1 for /rn-a) < t1/B(x), i.e . , for n > noCE1)• Hence rnX ~ax by 3.3.1. 
By continuity, /fCrnx) - f(ax) / < c2 for n > n0(c2). Hence f(ax) = 
lim f(r._x) = lim rn f(x) since rn is rational, = f(x) lim rn = a f(x). 
n-.oo rr- n~ n-+00 
This proves the theorem. 
3.4. A F\l.nctional P-Linear over G/Z Induces a Functional P-Linear with 
Respect to G Defined over G, and Conversely. 
3.4.1. Theorem. If (i) G is a pseudo-normed vector space, and Z denotes 
the subgroup (x E G I P(x) = P(-x) = o}, 
(ii) F is a functional P-linear over the pseudo-normed space G/Z 
of cosets of z, 
then there exists a functional f defined over G which is P-linear 
with respect to G. 
Proof. For x E G, define f(x) = F(Q'.X) where ~ is the coset of G/Z contain-
ing x. 
Additivity of f: 
f(x + y) = F(~+y) by definition of f 
= F(Ox~) by the algebraic homomorphism between G and G/Z 
= F(~) + F(O-y-) since F is additive 
= f(x) + f(y). 
Hence f is additive. 
P-continuity of f: 
For any sequence {Xn), X?i E G, that P-converges to x0 E G, the corre-
sponding sequence {~1 of elements of G/Z converges to ~O in the strong 
topology (3.1.10) of B(Q). This is so since B(Xn - Jeo) = B(Qxn...QXo) by 
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section 2.2, where B(x) =max {P(x), P(-x)} for x e G, and B(Q) = max lP(Q), 
P(-Q)} for Q e G/Z. Hence, by P-continuity of F, F(~) _,. F(~) and so, 
by definition off, f(:xn) ~f(x0). This means f is P-continuous at the 
arbitrary point Xe• Thus r, being both additive and P-continuous with re-
spect to G, is P-linear with respect to G. 
J.4.2. Theorem. (Converse of theorem 3.4.1) If 
(i) G and G/Z are the spaces of the preceding theorem, 
(ii) f is a functional defined over G which is P-linear with respect 
to a;> then there exists a P-linear functional F defined over G/Z such that 
F(Q) : f(XQ) where Q e G/Z and ~ is any element of G in the coset Q. 
Proof. We have seen that if a sequence f:xn) , Xn E G, P-converges to an 
element x0 e G, then {:xn) P-converges to evecy element in the same coset as 
x0 (lemma 3.3.2). Since f is P-continuous with respect to G, the definition 
of 3.3.4 implies that f(Xu) ~ f (xo) and also that f(JCn) -. f(y) where y is 
any element in the same coset as x0• Hence f (x) is constant for all x in 
the same coset. This justifies our defining F(Q) : f(~) where ~ is any 
element in the coset Q. 
Additivity of F: 
F(Q1 + Q2) = f(XQ1+Q2) by definition, 
= f(XQ1 + XQ2) by the algebraic homomorphism, 
= f(XQ1) T f(XQ2) since f is additive, 
: F(Q1) + F(Q2)• 
P-continui ty of F:, 
For Q, Q0, E G/Z, I F( Q) - F( Qo) j = j f(XQ) - f(XQo) \ < f. for B(XQ-XQ0) 
< 0(£), since f is P-continuous. As in the proof of theorem 3.4.1, 
-------------·~~---------- ·------------------------------------------1). See 3.3.6 for the definition. 
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B(XQ-XQo> = B(Q-Qo). Hence \F(Q) - F(Qo) j < f, when B(Q - O,Q) < S(~ ), i.e., 
F is continuous at arbitrary Qo € G/Z. Then F, being additive and P-con-
tinuous in G/Z, is P-linear (see footnote, p 27). 
3.4.3. Theorem. If f(x) is an additive functional defined on a pseudo-
normed vector space G, and B.{x) denotes max {P(x), P(-x)}, then, for f(x) 
to be P-linear with respect to a!) it is both necessary and sufficient that 
there exist a number c such that jf(x) ) ~ C B(x) for all x e a. 
Proof. Necessity: 
If f (x) is P-linear over G, then by theorem 3.4.2 there exists a 
corresponding P-linear functional F(Q) in the strongly normed topology of 
G/Z such that f(x) = F(~) where Q_x is the coset containing x. Using the 
fact that in strongly-normed linear spaces linear functionals are bounded;> 
we have jF(Q)I ~ C B(Q) for all Q E G/Z. Hence lf(x) \ ~ C B(x) for all x E 
G, since B(x) = B(Qx) by 2.2. 
Sufficiency: 
Since f(x) is additive, f(29) • f(e + 9) • f(0) + f(e), i.e., f(S) = 
2 f(9), hence f(Q) = o. Therefore 0 = f(e) = f(x + -x) = f(x) + f(-x) by 
additivity. Hence f(-x) = -f(x). Using this result, jr(x) - f(xa> I = 
\r(x) ~ f(-xo>I= lf(x - xa>I by additivity,~ c B(x - Xo) by hypothesis, 
< € for B(x - x0 ) < c/c. This means f(x) is continuous at aey point x 0 • 
J.h.4. Corollary. If f(x) is P-linear wvith respect to G over G, there 
exists a smallest number [f} such that jr(x)\ ~ If) B(x) for all x E G. 
Moreover, 1fl = 00 , the modulus of the functional F in G/Z induced (theorem 
3.4.2) by f. (For definition of ·[]j , see 3.2.3). 
Proof. From the properties of linear functionals in strongly normed linear 
1). See 3.3.6. 
2). Banach, Ref. 2, p 54. 
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spaces, we know that \El is the smallest number such that \ F( Q)\ ~ [Kl B( Q) 
for all Q e K/Z. Since the range of values of f(x) is the same as that of 
F(Q) and since B(Q) = B(XQ), it follows that a smallest number {11 exists 
and ff\ = tr) • 
Theorems 3.4.l and J.1.i..2 show that a given functional P-linear over 
the quotient space G/Z induces a P-linear functional on the original space 
G, and conversely. This result is similar to t hat obtained by Morse and 
Transue1) but is more general inasmuch as their 11pseudo-norm11 is restricted 
to non-negative values. 
Existence of Non-Zero P-Linear Functionals on the Space G. From theorems 
3.2.4, 3.4.1, and corollary 3.J.i..h, we obtain 
3.1.i..5. Theorem. Corresponding to any point Xo E G such that B(x0) : 
max {P(x0), P(-x0)J r o, there exists a non-zero functional f(x), P-linear 
with respect to G, such that f(Xo) = B(xo) and lr(x)\ ~ B(x) for all x E G. 
J.5. Completeness in Pseudo-Normed Vector Spaces G and G/Z.!. 
In the space G/Z where B(Q) : max {P(Q), P(-Q~ is a strong norm 
(theorem 3.1.9), completeness is the usual notion that every Cauchy sequence 
has a limit~) But the space G is not a metric space and for it we need the 
following definitions. 
3.5.1. Definition of P-Fundamental Sequence of Elements of G. 
A sequence {:xn}, Xn E G, is P-fundamental if, for any E > o, there 
exists a positive integer no(£ ) such that B(Jrm - :xp) < £ for all m, p, > l1() 
where B(x) =max {P(x), P(-x)}. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------~-----1). Morse and Transue, Ref. 15, pp 779-780. 
2). See, for example, Hille, Ref. 6, p 5. 
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3.5.2. Definition of a P-Complete Space G. A pseudo-normed space G is 
P-complete if, for any P-fundamental sequence {:xzi\ , :xn E G, there exists an 
element XO E G such that the sequence {xiJ P-converges to x0~) 
3.5.3. Theorem. If a pseudo-normed vector space G is P-complete, so is 
the pseudo-normed vector space G/Z, and conversely. 
Proof. Let {~} , Qi.,. e G/Z, be a Cauchy sequence, i.e., B(Om - ~) < £ for 
all m, p, > no( £). Let Xn be an element of G in the coset ~, n = 1, 2, 3, 
••• , • Then the sequence {:xn\ is a fundamental sequence in G since B(:xm-,,) 
: B(~ - ~).2 ) Hence, by hypothesis, there exists x0 ,E G such that~~ 
x0• Then if ~ is the coset containing x0, Qn -+ % in the strong topology 
of G/Z • The existence of Qo proves that G/Z is P-complete. 
Conversely, if {xn) is a fundamental sequence in G, B(:xm - xp) < €. for 
m, p, > no( t.)i. Hence B(0m - Qp) < £ where ~ is the coset containing Xn, 
n = 1, 2, 3, ••• , so {~) is - ~ Cauchy sequence in G/Z. By hypothesis there 
exists Qo e G/Z such that lim B(~ - Qo) = o. Hence, for any x0 in the 
no+00 
coset Qo, lim B(xn - XQ) = O, so Xn 4 Xo and G is P-complete. This 
no+00 
completes the proof. 
3.6. Examples of Spaces of 'l'ype K. 
We now consider further examples of spaces of type K and give a more 
detailed discussion than in 1.4. It is to be carefully noted that in spaces 
of type K we have the metric topology of the given strong norm llxll and we 
have defined the notion of P-limit and P-continuity in terms of the pseudo-
norm P(x). Also, in the vector space K/Z we have a normed topology based on 
P(Q), Q e K/Z. In spaces where the subgroup Z = {x E K ) P(x) = P(-x) = o) 
reduces to the single element e, the spaces K/Z and K are identical and we 
1). See 3.3.1 for definition of P-convergence in G. 
2). See definition 2.2. 
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then have two normed topologies in K, the I\ II topology and the P-topology. 
This case arises in some of the examples discussed bel ow. It will appear 
that the two metric topologies are not necessarily equivalent. 
3.6.1. The Two-Dimensional Real Vector Space. 
Let K be the set of ordered pairs of real numbers with addition and 
scalar multiplication defined componentwise in the usual way. An element x 
of K is represented as {xp ~). Define llx ll = yx12 + ~2 , P(x) = 
max {x1, x2)• It is readily verified that llxll and P{x) satisfy the postulates. 
The normal subgroup Z consists of only one element, the zero 0 = (O, O). It 
is eaey to shovr that the metric topology based on P(x) is equivalent to the 
strong topology of llxll {use the Hausdorff equivalence theorem). Similar 
results hold for n-dimensional real vector space with llx ll = (~1jfi \ p>1/p, 
p any fixed positive integer, and P(x) = m;pc r1 where the element x is J. 
3.6.2. The Space of Bounded Sequences of Complex Numbers with Scalar 
Multiplication Restricted to Real Numbers. 
If the element x is the sequence lFn1' we define llxll = SfP l1i l and 
P(x) = s~p {Rl ~1). We have seen1) that the subgroup Z consists of sequences 
of pure imaginaries and a coset {element of K/Z) consists of all sequences 
having identical real parts in corresponding terms. But the strong norms of 
elements in the same coset take on a wide range of values so that in K/Z 
there is only one metric topology, the P-topology. For example, P{Z) = 0 
but there is no restriction except finiteness on the imaginary parts of 
sequences belonging to the coset z, so that Z contains elements of K whose 
strong norms take every non-negative value. 
------------------------------------------------------·~~----------------1). Discussed in 1.4, example II, again on p 17, and in 2.3.1. 
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3.6.3. Theorem. The space K of example 3.6.2 (bounded sequences) is 
P-complete in the sense of 3.5.1. 
Proof. We prove the space K/Z is complete in its metric P-topology. The 
result then follows by theorem 3.5.3. 
The elements of K/Z consist of classes of sequences having the same 
real parts. We take as representative of each class (coset) a sequence of 
real numbers only. Then the norm is B(x) =max (s~p f p s~p _, i) where 
x = lf n}, = s'f? (r1\ since the f1 are real. Thus B(x) becomes the class-
ical norm in the Banach space (m)1) which is known to be complete. Appli-
cation of theorem 3.5.3 gives the result. 
3.6.u. The 5pace of Convergent Sequences of Complex Numbers with Scalar 
Multiplication Restricted to the Reals and Definitions of Strong Norm and; 
Pseudo-Norm as in the Previous Example. 
This space of convergent sequences is clearly a subspace of the space 
of bounded sequences. From the discussion in 3.6.2 it follows that there 
exists a one-to-one norm-preserving correspondence between the K/Z space of 
2) 
this example J.6.4 and the Banach space (c) of convergent sequences. 
P-Linear Functionals in the Space of Convergent Sequences. 
The remark immediately preceding allows us to prove the following 
result very readily. 
J.6.5. Theorem. Every functional f(x), P-linear with respect to the space 
K of convergent sequences of J.6.4, and defined on K, is of the form 
f(x) = C ~~ f n + ~ Cn fn, where the sequence {fn) is the sequence of 
1). Banach, Ref. 2, pp 11 and 53-54. 
2). Banach, ibid. 
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~ 1) 
real parts of the terms of' the sequence x, and where lcl + L _ \Cn\ = If! • 
n•l 
Proof. It is knmm that any real linear functional F( q), where q = ff n 1, 
defined over the real Banach space (c) of convergent sequences is of the form 
F(q) = C lim f n + ~ en fn 
n-+a:> ~ 
~ 2) 
where /cl + ~l ICnl = IF/. 
From J.6.2 and 3.6.4 it follows that in the space K/Z, where K is the space 
of convergent sequences of J.6.4, any P-linear functional F(q) is of the form 
F(q) = c lim ~n + f.1 en Fn n~ n• 
where lei + k \en\ = !ID and where lfn1 is a real sequence 
representative of the element q E K/Z. By theorem 3.4.1, F(q) induces in 
the space K a functional f (x) P-linear with respect to K such that f(x) = 
F(q) where q is the coset containing x. Conversely, by theorem J.4.2, to 
any functional f (x) P-linear with respect to K there corresponds a P-linear 
functional F(q) on K/Z. The proofs of theorems J.4.1 and J.4.2 show this 
correspondence to be biunique. Moreover, by corollary J.4.4, [II K = ll]K/z• 
These facts establish the theorem. 
J.6.6. Let K be the §pace (C) of Real-Valued Continuous Function~ x(t) 
Defined on 0 ~ t ~ 1, Normed by llxll = ~~1 / x(t) I , and Pseudo-Normed b:y 
~1x(t). 
The subgroup Z reduces to the single element e and the elements of the 
space K/Z are the same as those of K. The P-topology is the same as the 
topology of the strong norm, since B(x) =max {P(x), P(-x) j =~1l x(t)l = llxll . 
--------------------------------------~---------------~---~~~~~~ 1). For 00, see 3.2.3 and corollary J.4.4. 
2). See Banach, loc. cit., pp 6)-67. 
Consequently the same class of functionals i s linear with respect to both 
topologies. 
3.6.7. Let K be the Space (C) of Real-Valued Continuous Functions Defined 
·on O ~ t ~ 11 Normed by ll x ll = m~ lx(t) 11 and Pseudo-Normed by P(x) ! 
Jt ~l su2 0 x(s) ds. O*t•l 
It is easy to verify that the pseudo-norm postulates are satisfied. We 
note that P(x) ~ O but P(x) may be zero without x being zero. 
The Subgroup Z Consists of only One Element, i.e., P(x): P(-x) = 0 =*x =a. 
To see that this is so, suppose that x(t)1Q for all t, 0 ~ t ~ 1. Then 
x(t), being continuous, is greater (say) than zero over some interval of 
length & > o. Then Jo x(t) dt > o. As t increases from 0 to 1, such an 
interval ~ cannot occur before a value of t where x(t) < o, otherwise 
s%p lo x(s) ds > o. But, similarly, x(t) cannot take a value < 0 before 
x(t) > 0 since, by hypothesis, s~ fo -x(s) ds = o. Hence x(t) = 0 identi-
cally. Hence K = K/Z and in the space K we have two normed topologies, one 
based on ll xll and the other on P(x). We next prove that 
The Topologies of the Strong Norm and the Pseudo-Norm in the Space K of 
3.6.7 are Not Eg.rl.valent. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that a neighborhood in the \\ xii topology 
does not contain a:ny neighborhood of the Pvx) topology. Let N8 = {x j llx ll <£] 
be a given neighborhood of the origin in the llxll topology. Any neighbor-
hood of the P(x) topology is of the form Np = {x I B(x) < E1) where 
B(x) =max (P(x), P(-x) ) . 
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Define the function y( t) as follows (also see Figure 1) :, 
y(t) - 8 t.2 t/C1 for 0 : t : cif4E -
- -8 f.2 t/c1 + 4 E for cif4£ ~ t ~ f:iJ2l -





y(t) is continuous, so y e K. 
Hence, 
sup 1t y = f.1/2 < £1' and sui r -y = 0 < €.1 • ()irti:l 0 O't 1 0 
B(y) < c1 soy e Np• But m~ /y(t) / = 2€ > E. Thus y is not in N5 • Ol!t-1 
This means that there is no P-neighborhood contained in a given llxl\ neigh-
borhood and so the topologies are not equivalent. 
Completeness. It is known that this space of continuous functions is 
complete with respect to the topology of the strong norm ( (C) is a Banach 
space). This is no longer true in the P-topology. We prove the following 
result: 
.. 42 .. 
The Space of Continuous Functions of 3.6.7, Pseudo-Normed by P{x) = 
su~ ft x(s) ds, is not P-Complete.1) 
06-t-1 Jo 
Proof. Consider the sequence of continuous functions Xzi(t) defined as 
follows: 
1 
:xn(t) = 0 for O ~ t ~ i 
= n{t.),;) 
• 1 
for i ~ t ~ i + 1/n 































_______ !____ .. _, 
m. 
Figure 2. 
Then for m > n S!: 2, 




for 0 6 t £ i 
for ~ ~ t ! i + 1/m 
for :i + l/m ~ t ~ i + 1/n 
for i + l/n ~ t ~ 1. 
This computation is more easily followed by referring to Figure 2. 
1 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------1). For the definition, see 3.5.1, 3.5.2. 
t 
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I t is readily seen that P(:xm - Xn,) : 0-~lr (Xm_ - ~) = (m - n)/2mn, and 
that P(Xn - Xm_) = o. :. B(Xm_ - Xn) = m-n _ 1 _ 1 < E for all 
21iiii - 2n 2ii1 
positive integers m, n, > l/2f . Hence f:xn(t)1 is a P-fundamental sequence. 
From Fd:gure 2 it is clear that the step function with value 0 for 0 ~ t ~ i 
and value 1 for i ~ t ; 1 is the P-limit function of the sequence {:xnCt)} 
but it is not continuous and so is not an element of the space K/Z (here 
the same as K). Hence the space is not P-complete. 
P-Linear Functionals in the Space 3.6.7 of Real-Valued Continuous Functions 
x(t) on 0 ~ t ~ l, Pseudo-Normed by P(x) = sup ft x(s) ds. 0~1.b 
We prove the following analogue of the theorem of F. Riesz on linear 
functionals in the Banach space (C) of continuous functions. 
3.6.8. Theorem. Every P-linear functional f(x) defined on the space (C) of 
real-valued continuous functions x( t ) on 0 6 t ~ l, pseudo-normed by 
P(x) = su~ \ti x(s) ds, is of the form f(x) = fl x(t) dg where g(t) is a o~-1 Jo Jo 
function of bounded variation independent of x. 
Proof. The method of proof is to approximate contin'.l,ious functions by step 
functions. We first define a P-normed linear space containing both classes 
of functions. Let (M) be the set of measurable functions bounded in the 
interval [o, i]. From a result of measure theory to the effect that fg is 
integrable if f is integrable and g is essentially bounded and measurable~) 
it follows that any function x(t) e (M) is integrable on [o, i] and on any 
subinterval of to, i ) . (Define f = 1 on the subinterval in question, O 
elsewhere, and take for g the function x(t) ). Hence we may define P(x) : 
~l t x for x € (M). Then P(x) is a pseudo-norm, and if in (M) we adopt 
a conll!lon procedure and regard functions differing on sets of measure zero 
---------------------~~~-----------------------------------------------1). See, e.g., Hal.mos, Ref. 4*, p 113, Theorem D. 
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as identical, tgen the subgroup Z in (M) reduces to the single element e as 
in the space of continuous functions (C) of 3.6.7. This space (C) becomes 
a linear subspace of (M) with the same definition of pseudo-norm in both 
( C) and (M). 
By the Hahn-Banach extension theorem, if f (x) is a P-linear functional 
on (C), there exists a P-linear functional F on (M) such that F(x) = f{x) 
for x c {C) and lrtM) = lrtc)' where ~M)' l!tc)' are the respective 
functional moduli (see 3.2.3). 
Define the step function r t : ft{u) : 1 for 0 ~ u ~ t 
E 0 fort < u ~ 1 
and place F(~ t) = g{t). Note that ft is in (M). We next show, following 
Banach, that g{t) is a function of bounded variation. 
< tn = 1 and £]. = sign [g(t1) - g(ti-1>] for i = 1, 2, ... , 
~l I g(ti) - g(t1-1> \ = ~1 l g(ti) - g(t1-1>) Gi 
= F ( f C~t· - ft )C:i) by linearity of F, i=l l. i-1 
} n \ 1) 
: IE{M) Blf;1 (~ti - f ti-l)ei ) • 
n. Then 
Now B{f {~ti - ~t )E 1 =max of the pseudo-norms of±~ Cft1- ft. 1)e. i=l i-1 i) !=1 l.- . 1 
• •• 
and so will have its greatest possible value when all the fi are positive. 
Hence B{f ( ~ti - f t· )l~ ~ 1 by the definition of the pseudo-norm. i=l 1-l L) 
:. ~l \ g(t1) - g(ti-1>) ~ {E{M)' which is independent of n. .;. total 
var~~ion of g(t) = lltM) = lftc) by· the Hahn-Banach theorem, i.e., g is a 
function of bounded variation. 
The next step consists in approximating a given ~ontinuous function 
x(t) by the following sequence of step functions \Zn}' n: 1, 2, ••• , 
----------------------------------------------·--1). See 3.2.3. 
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where Zn: Zzi(u) E {1 x(r/n) ~ f /: (u) - ~ ,v (u)l . From this, B(x - Zn) r-1 l r n (r-.l,( n j 
~ 0 as n 'a>, i.e., Zn -I!~ x. From the P-continuity of F we have 
lim F(Zn) = F(P-lim zn) = F1~x) = f(x) since x E (C). From the additivity 
n-+eo n-+eo } 
and homogeneity of F, it follows that F(Zn) =~1x(r/n) { g(r/n) - g(r~l). 
Since x(t) is continuous and g(t) is a function of bounded variation, 
lim F(zn) is the Riemann-Stieltjes integral, \1 x(t) dg(t). Hence f(x) : 
n..oo .h 
~ x(t) dg for all x e (C). This proves the theorem. 
We remark that this investigation does not yield an exact value for the 
functional modulus (contrast the classical result of F. Riesz). The best 
result this proof allows is that Ii\ ~ total variation of g(t). 
~~1 
3.6.9. The SEace (C) of Real-Valued Continuous Functions Defined on 
0 ~ t ~ 1 1 No~ed by llxll = ~l I x(t) I, and Pseudo-.Normed by: P(x) = 
1s~ ('tx(s) ds. ~-1 Jo 
This space is more general than that of J.6. 7. Here P(x) may take 
negative values. We prove that P satisfies the triangular inequality. If 
x, y are elements of the space, 
~ P(x) + P(y). 
The other postulates are readily seen to be satisfied. 
Nature of the Subgroup Z = fx ) P(x) = P(-x) = o3. 
Ii ,.;;; )t P(x) = 0 ~ x(s )da- 0 s ince 1 SUP, x(s) 0 2~!:1 .! 1 2 
P(-x) = 0 ~ ) 2
0 
-x(s) ds ~ o. Therefore ~ x(s) 
ds ~ o. Similarly 
ds = O for x E z, and 
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cons equently 1~u~ ~ x(s) ds and 1su~ ~ -x(s) ds are zero for x E z. As 2-t-1 Ji 2~-1Ji 
in 3.6.7, the latter result implies that x(t) = 0 for!~ t ~ 1. Hence the 
functions x(t) of Z are zero over ! 6 t ~ 1 and their integrals over the 
interval lo, !} are zero. Two functions x(t), y(t) are in the same coset 
if x(t) = y(t) for!£: t t: 1, .and if J! (x(t) - y(t))dt = o. Figure 3 helps 
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Functions in the Same Coset 
The pseudo-norm of 3.6.9 is more general than that of 3.6.7. Hence 
the space K/Z of J.6.9 is not P-complete, else the space of 3.6.7 would 
also be complete. 
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CHAPTER IV 
The Pseudo-Norm as a Functi~nal 
In this chapter we shall confine ourselves to pseudo-normed vector 
spaces of type Gl) and G/Z, where Z: lx e G [ P(x) : P(-x) = o}. 
h.l. Continuity of P(x). 
We have seen (theorem 3.1.9) that a space G/Z can be made into a 
strongly normed linear space under B(Q) =max { P(Q), P(-Q)}, Q E K/Z, and 
that for x € G, B(x) = max { P(x), P(-x)} is a positive semi-definite norm 
in the space G. Also theorems 3.4.1 and J.4.2 show that there exists a bi-
unique correspondence between P-continuous functionals defined on G/Z and 
P-continuous functionals defined on G. This being so, it is immaterial in 
dealing with quest ions of continuity with respect to the norm B whether we 
work in a space of type G or in the more special space G/Z. 
4.1.1. Theorem. The pseudo-norm is P-continuous, i.e., continuous with 
respect to the topology of the norm B(x). 
Proof. We have just pointed out that we may work either with a pseudo-
normed vector space of type G or one of type G/Z. Select the latter. For 
Q e G/Z, P(Q) ~ B(Q), where B(Q) = max { P(Q), P(-Q)} is a strong norm in 
G/Z. This means that G/Z is a space of type K2) in which ll xll is replaced 
by B(Q) and P(x) ~ Ml\xll is replaced by P(Q) :: 1 B(Q). Theorem 1.3.6 now 
applies and completes the proof. 
4.1.2. Definition of Convex Function. 
A real-valued function f(u) of a real variable u is convex if 
--------------------·-----------------------1). See 3.1.1. 
2). See pp 1, 2 for the definition of a space of type K. 
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4.1.3. Theorem. For arbitrary but fixed x, y, E G, and a real variable u, 
P(x + uy) is a convex and continuous function of u. 
Proof. Denote P(x t uy) by f(u). 
Convexity: 
f(qlul + q2~) = P(x + qluly + q2~y) 
Continuity: 
= P( q1x + u1y t <12X + UzY) since Clil + q2 =1,, 
~ <!i P(x + u1y) + <12 P(x t ~y) 
~ ql f(ul) + q2 f(~). 
f(u + 6u) - f(u) = P(x + uy + y~u) - P(x + uy) 
~ P(yAu) by 1.2.10, ~ \Au \ max { P(y), P(-y)1 by 
l.l.3(c) and lemma 3.1.3. 
A similar result holds for f(u) - f(u T f:lu). Hence \ f(u + ~u) - f(u)\ ~ 
j 6u l B(y) < £ for l6u\ < c/B(y) when B(y) ; O, and : 0 when B(y) : o. Thus 
f(u) is continuous. This completes the proof of theorem 4.1.3. 
By applying certain results1) of the theory of convex continuous 
functions to the above function P(x + uy), we immediately obtain the follow-
ing theorem. 
4.1.4. Theorem. For arbitrary fixed elements x, y of a pseudo-nonned 
vector space G, the real-valued function f(u) = P(x + uy) of the real 
variable u possesses a right derivative and a left-derivative at each point 
u; moreover f(u) has a derivative except perhaps at an enumerable set of 
values of u. 2) 
-------------------------------------..----..-------------1). Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya, Ref. 5, pp 91, 94. 
2). Using distinct methods, Mazur, Ref. 10, page 75, and James, Ref. 8, 
Theorem 6.6, prove the first part of this theorem, and Mazur, ibid, 
page 77, then applies· a result of Si~rpinski to obtain the second part. 
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4.2. G!teautDifferentiability of the Pseudo-Norm. 
4.2.1. Definition of Gateaux:Differential. The functional P(x) is said to 
be GateaUJ!diff erentiable at the point x if lim P(x + h;y) - E(~) exists for 
h.,O h 
all y in the space G. The value of this limit , if it exists, will be de-
noted by Pg(x; y) and called the Gateaux:differential of P(x) at x with 
increment Y• 
4.2.2. Definition of Right and Left Differentials of P(x). Theorem 4.1.4 
gives the existence of both right and left derivatives of P(x t uy) with 
respect to u. For u = o, this means that lim ~(x+~ - P(x) and 
h~ 
lim P(x+~ - P(x) exist for all x, y, e G. (But these limits are not 
h.,Q-
necessarily equal.) We set P+(x; y) = lim .E(x+h.y) - P(x) and P (x; y) : 
h...o+ h -
lim P(x+Jxy) - P(xl and term these the right differential and the left 
h~ h 
differential respectively of P(x) at the point x with increment Y• 
1) 4.2.J. Theorem. For fixed x E G, the right differential P+(x; y) of P(x) 
has the following properties: 
(i) t > o, P+(x; ty) = t P+(x; y), 
(ii) P+(x; y+z) ~ P+(x; y) + P+(x; z), 
(iii) P+(x; y) ~ P(y). 
Proof. (i) t > o, P_,_(x; ty) = lim PCx+~ - P(x} : lim tfp(x..,ht~) - PCxV 
• h.,c)+ h.,Q+ t 
= t fi~ P(x+htht - P(x} 
= t lim P(xtbty) - P(x} = t P (x; y). h.t~ ht + 
(ii) P(x+h Fz) - P(x) : P(2x ±?PY+ 2hz~ - P(x) - P(x) 
h 2 
~ P(x + 2hy) - P(xl P(x + 2hz) - P(x) for h > o. 
2h + 2h 
------------------------------------------------------l)o Proved also by Mazur, Ref. 10, p 75. 
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Now li:m P{x + 2l'zy') - P(x) exists and is in fact P+(x; y). Similarly 
h"'>O+ 2b 
li:m P{x t2hz) - P(x) P+(x; z). Therefore,, as h....,. o+, the above 
h-+0+ 2h -
inequality gives P+(x; y+z) 6 P+(x; y) + P+(x; z). 
(iii) For h > 01 P(x +by~ - P{x) ~P(~): P(y). Hence 
~!O+ P(x + h~ - P(x) ~ P(y),, i.e., P+(x; y) ~ P(y). 
4.2.4. Corolla.;:z. For fixed x, the right differentiall) P+(x; y), regarded 
as a function of the increment y, is also a pseudo-norm in the vector space G. 
Proof. Properties (i), (ii) of theorem 4.2.3,are postulates 1.1.J(c) and 
1.1.J(b) which a pseudo-norm satisfies in a space of type G~) We can assure 
that P+(x; y) is not identically zero in y (postulate 1.1.J(a) for a pseudo-
norm) by selecting the fixed x so that P(x) ~ o. Since P+(x; x) = P(x), 
P+(x; y) ~ o. This establishes the corollary. 
We can now apply theorem 4.1.4 and definition 4.2.2 to the right dif-
ferential of P(x) and obtain the result that the right differential at y 
with increment z of the right differential of P(x) at x with increment y 
exists. If we denote this second right differential by P++(x; y; zy), and 
apply 4.2.J we get the following result. 
4.2.5. Corollary• (i) t > o, P-t+(x; y; tZy) = tP-rr(x; y; Zy), 
(ii) P+t-(x; y; (z+w)y) :e P++(x; y; 21y) + P++(x; y; wy)., 
(iii) P+T(x; y; 21y) ~ P+(x; y). 
4.2.6. Lemma. P_(x; y) = -P+(x; -y) where P_(x; y) is the left differential 
of P(x) with increment y,, and P+(x; -y) is the right differential of P(x) 
with increment -y. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------1). For definition of P+(x; y), see 4.2.2. 
2). See J.1.1 for definition of a space of type G. 
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Proof. By definition, P_(x; y) = lim P(x+hyt - P(x.l 
h.+0-
= lim _ P(x + lhl (-y) ) - P(x) 
h,o- !hi 
= - lim P(x + h(-y) ) - P(x) 
h+O+ h 
= - P+ (x; -y) by definition. 
4.2.7. Lemma. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
the GateaUJtdifferential of the pseudo-norm P(x) at x E G is that 
P+(x; y) E li.m P(x+hy) - P(x) and -P+(x; -y) ! - lim P(x -ey) - P(y) be 
h...O+ h h..o+ h 
equal for all y E G. 
Proof. This follows readily from the definition 4.2.1 of Gateaucdifferential 
and lemma 4.2.6. In detail, the existence of the Gateaucdifferential 
Pg(x; y) ! fi~. - P(x t wa -P(x) is equivalent to fi~ P(x t 1Yi) - P(x) = 
Pg(x; y) = ~~ P(x + lrr~ - P(x), i.e., P+(x; y) = P_(x; y), both limits 
isting in virtue of 4.2.2. Then by lemma 4.2.6, P+(x; y) = -P+(x; -y). 
ex-
4.2.8. Theorem. If the Gateaucdifferential of the pseudo-norm exists at 
x E G, ·.it is P-linear with respect to G1)in the increment y, i.e., additive, 
homogeneous, and continuous in the P-topology.2) 
Proof: Homogeneity: 
For t > o, theorem 4.2.3 gives P+(x; ty) = tP+(x; y) and for t < o, 
P+(x; ty) = P+(x; (-t)( -:r) ) = -tP+(x; -y). Since Pg (x; y) exists, 
Pg(x; y) = Pt(x; y). Fort > o, Pg(x; ty) = Pt(x; ty) = tP+(x; y) = tPg(x; y). 
For t < o, Pg(x; ty) = PT(x; ty) = -tP+(x; -y) by the first part of 
the proof. Since Pg(x; y) exists, lemma 4.2.7 gives Pg(x;-y) = P+(x; -y) = 
~P~(x; y). Using this and the above, we get P+(x; ty) = -tP+(x; -y) = 
(-t)(-P'°"(x; y) ) = tP+(x; :.y). This completes the proof of homogeneity. 
--.----------------------------------------------1). See Chapter III, in particular definition 3.3.6 and theorem 3.3.7. 
2). An equivalent result is stated without proof by Mazur, Ref. 11, p 130. 
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Additivity: 
Since Pg{x; y) is homogeneous in y, Pg(x; -y+z) = -Pg{x; y+z). 
Now Pg(x; -y+z) = P+(x; -y-z) ~ P+(x; -y) + P+(x; -z) by theorem 4.2.3, 
~ Pg(x; -y) + Pg(x; -z) ~ - Pg(x; y) - Pg(x; z) since Pg(x; y) is homo-
geneous in y by the first pa.rt of this proof. Thus -Pg(x; y+z) ~ 
-Pg(x; y) - Pg(x; z), hence Pg(x; y+z) ~ Pg(x;y) + Pg(x; z). But 
Pg(x; y+z) = P+(x; y+z) ~ P+(x; y) + P+(x; z) by theorem 4.2.3. Therefore 
Pg(x; y+z) = Pg(x; y) + Pg(x; z). 
P-continuity: 
By theorem 4.2.3, Pg(x; y) ~ P(y~ and P(y) ~ B(y), where B(y) = 
max {P(y), P(-y~ is the norm for the P-topology. The method of theorem 
4.1.1 then shov1s immediately that Pg(x; y) is P-continuous in Y• This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark on Frechet differential: Theorem 4.2.8 does not prove that the 
existence of the Gateaux:differential of P~x) implies the existence of the 
Frechet differential. For the latter it is necessary in addition that the 
approach to the limit be uniform with respect to y in some y-neighborhood 
of the origin.1 ) In fact, Frechet2)has shown that in the space (C) of real-
valued continuous functions of 3.6.6, pseudo-normed by P(x) = -~~ x(t), 
o:t-l 
the pseudo-norm nowhere possesses a Fr€chet differential although there are 
points where its Gateauxdifferential exists. 
4.2.9 Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that the pseudo-norm 
be GateaUE-diff erentiable at x E G is that l:Un ( P( ux + y + z) - P( ux + y)] : 
U..00 3) 





See Ma~ur, Ref. 11, p 130, and, under much more general conditions, 
Michal, Ref. 14, p 412. 
Frechet, Ref. 4, pp 245-249. 
This theo:r:em was suggested by a similar result of James, Ref. 8, p 28 
concerning the differentiability of a strong norm. 
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Proof. Necessity: 
lim lP(ux +Y + z) - P(ux+y)1 = lim P(~+ y +z) - P(lx + y) 
u ... oo h.,Q+ h 
_ lim P(x + h ffi) - P(x + hY) 
- h~ h 
_ lim P(x + h y+Z) - P(x) - {P(x + hy) - P(x)} 
- h.,Q+ h 
= Pg(x; y+z) - Pg(x; y) = Pg(x; z) by linearity (theorem 4.2.8), 
: lim P(x + hz) - P(x) ;:. lim u SP(x + z/u) - P(x)l 
h-+0+ h U-K>O l J 
= ~~ lP(ux+ z) - P(ux)J . This proves the necessity. 
Sufficiency: 
Both limits appearing in the enunciation always exist since, just 
as in the proof of necessity, 
lim [P(ux+ y + z) - P(ux + y)] 
U-+00 
: lim [P(x + h ffi) - P(x) P{x + hy) - P(;x;) J 
h~ h - h 
= P+(x; y + z) - P+(x; y). Similarly, 
~~ lP(ux + z) - P(md)- ·= P+(x; z). Hence the hypothesis becomes 
P+(x; y+z) - PT(x; y) = P+(x; z); and this holds for ally, z, e G. 
Putting z = -y we get 
P+(x; .. e) - P-r(x; y) = P+(x; -y), i.e., PT(x; y) = -P+(x; -y). By 
lemma 4.2.7, this last relation is equivalent to the existence of the 
GatealllCdif f erential of the pseudo-norm at x. This proves the theorem. 
GateaucDifferential of P(x) at Zero. 
It is easy to see that a strong norm cannot be GateaUlidifferentiable 
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at x = e, for 
lim He± ~II - \10 11 : \\y ll while 
h..o± 
1im He ± mr ll - llell : lim lhl \IYll = - llyll 'f ll y ll for all y. 
h..0- h h.,O- --n-
However, the notion of pseudo-norm applies to a wider class of functionals 
than that of a strong norm, and under special conditions a pseudo-norm is 
differentiable at zero. 
4.2.10. Theorem. P(x) possesses a Gateauxdifferential at e if and only if 
P{-y) = -P(y) for ally in the pseudo-normed vector space a. 
Proof. Necessity: 
Pg(0J y) = k~ P(e + ~) - P(0) : P{y) and 
Pg(e; y) = lim P(e + hy) - P(e) = lim P f(-h){-y)} 
h~o- h h..itO- h 
: lim -h P(-y) : -P(-y) 
h..,O.. h 
Thus P(y) = -P(-y). 
Sufficiency: 
P(-y) = -P(y) =*P(-hy) = -P(hy) for h > o. Hence 
P(-hy) : -PC by) = P(hvJ for h > o. This implies that 
-h -h h 
P(e - h.vt - P(&) : P(e t h.y) - P(e), h > o, therefore 
- h 
- lim P(e - hy) - P(el = lim P(e + hy) - P(S), i.e., 
h..0+ h h'°+ h 
- P+(e; -y) = P+(e; y), and this, by lemma 4.2.7, implies the 
existence of the GateaUKdifferential at e. 
4.2.11. Theorem. If, in a pseudo-normed vector space G, the Gateauxdif-
ferential of P(x) exists at zero, then it exists at all non-zero points and 
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Pg(x; y) = P(y). Thus Pg(x; y) is independent of x, and in particular 
Pg(x; y) = Pg(-x; y). 
Proof. By theorem 4.2.10, P(-y) = -P(y). 
For h > O, P(x + b}r) - E(x) -" P(b.Y} - P(y) and 
h - h -
P(x + hy) - P(x) ::::.. P(x) - P(-hy) - P(x) by 1.2.10, 
h - h 
:! -P<-rorJ - -hP(-y) _ -P(-y) _ P(y). 
h - h - -
Uence lim P(x ± hy) - P(x) : P(y). Similarly 
h~+ h 
~~ P(x-AY;~ - P(x) : P(-y) : -P(y). The former result is 
P+(x; y) = P(y) and the latter is P+(x; -y) = -P(y), i.e., -P+(x; -y) = P(y). 
Thus P+(x; y) = -PT(x; -y) = P(y) and this implies, by lemma 4.2.7, that 
the Gateauxdifferential Pg(x; y) = P(y). This completes the proof. 
4.2.12. Theorem. (A converse of Theorem 4.2.11.) If the Gateal.llCdiffer-
ential of the pseudo-norm exists at all non-zero points x of a vector space 
G, and is such that Pg(x; y) = Pg(-x; y) for all increments y, then the 
pseudo-norm is Gatea'IH<liff erentiable at zero. 
Proof. By the existence of the GateaUK:differential, P+(x; y) m Pg(x; y) = 
Pg(-x; y) • P+(-x; y). Putting y = x, we get P+(x; x) = P+(-x; x), i.e., 
lim P(x + bx) - P(x) : lim P(-x + hx) - P(-x), i.e., 
h~ h h'°+ h 
lim (1 + h) P(x) - P(;x;) : lim (1 - h) P(-x) - P(-x) since 1 - h > o. 
h~ h h..1)()-t- h 
This yields P(x) = -P(-x). Since this holds for all x e G, we obtain the 
existence of the Gateaucdifferential at e by means of theorem 4.2.10. This 
concludes the proof. 
4.2.13. Exa;&?les of P+(x; y) and P&(x; y) in Si,mple Cases. 
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4.2.lJ(a). Let G be the two dimensional vector space of real number 
couples, x = (x1, x2) for x e G, with P(x) =max (x1, x2)• 
The GateaUlCdifferential of P(x) does not exist at zero since P(y)¢-P(-y) 
for ally e G (theorem 4.2.10). Neither does Pg(x; y) exist at x = (1, 1). 
To see this, put y = (yl, Y2)• Then 
lim P(x+Qz) - P(x): lim l + h max(n, 12) -1: max(yv Y2); 
h-K>+ h h~O+ h 
but lim P(x+ h;Y) - P(x) : lim maxfl+ &11 l+ &2} - 1 
h-tO- h h.,O.. h 
: lim max{b.yi, bn) : lim h min{YJ., n } : min (Y11 Y2)• 
h~O- h h-.O- h 
Since max (y11 Y2) F min (yl, Y2) for all y, Pg(x; y) does not exist at 
x = (1, 1). In fact it is easily seen that it exists nmvhere. 
4.2.lJ(b). Let G be the two-dimensional vector space of real number 
couples with the almost trivial pseudo-norm P(x) = x2 where x = (x11 x2)• 
In this case P(-x) = -P(x) for all x e G, so by theorems 4.2.10 and 4.2.11 
the Gateauxdifferential of P(x) exists everywhere and, in fact, Pg(x; y) : 
P(y) = Y2, where y is the element (y1, y2). 
4.2.13(c). I.et G be the vector space of real-valued functions of the form 
x(t) = a(t2 - t) defined on O ~ t ~ 1. Define P(x) = max a(t2 - t). 
~1 
Then P(x) = -a/4 if a <. o, 
-
-
O if a ~ o. 
Lemma. The G&teaucdifferential of P(x) does not exist at zero. 
Proof. Let y = a(t2 - t), a > o. Then P(Q +by) - P(0) = P(ha(t2 - t) ). 
Hence P+(0; y) = lim P(ha(t2 - t) } ,: 0 since a > o. On the other hand, 
h-+O+ ii 




Lemma. The P-norm is Gateaue-differentiable at x = -(t2 - t). 
Proof. Let y be any element of G. Then y = a(t2 - t). 
P(x+h.Y;) - P(x): P [(l-ha)(t - t2)] - P [-(t2- t~ 
h h 
sufficiently small, 
= (1-ha) P(t-t2) - i since 1 - ha > O for \hi 
h 
= (1-ha)i - i : -a/4. 
h 
Therefore ~~ P(x + hz~ - P(x} : -a/4 and exists for all increments Y• This 
means that P(x) is Gatealllidifferentiable at x = -(t2 - t). 
4.J. A Connection Between Gateau;.Differentiabilitz of the Pseudo-Norm and 
P-Linear Functionals. 
4.J.l. Theorem. Let G be a pseudo-normed vector space and Xo an element 
of G such that P(x0 ) > P(-xo)• Then, in order that the Gateaux:differential 
of the pseudo-norm should exist at x0, it is necessary and sufficient that 
there exist one and only one P-linear functional F such that F(Jeo) = P(x0) 
and [lJ = 1 where [rl is the functional modulus of F.1 ) 
Proof. By i.2.11, P(Jeo) > P(-xo) implies P(XQ) > o. Hence B(JCo) (i.e., 
max{P(x0), P(-x0 ) } ) = P(x0). 
Necessity: 
Define F(y) = Pg(Xo; y), the Gateaux:di.fferential of P(x) at x0 with 
increment y. Then F(y) is a P-linear functional of y by theorem 4.2.8, and 
F(JCo) : Pg(x0; x0) = lim P(XQ + hxQ) - P(X()) : P(xo)• Moreover, by theorem h+O h 
4.2.J, F(y) : PT(Jeo; y) : P(y); hence F(y) ~ max{P(y), P{-y~ : B(y), so 
that (!! ~ 1. Since F(x0) = P(Jeo) = B(Xo), (fil = 1. This establishes the 
1). See definition 3.3.6 and corollary 3.4.4 for explanations of''P-linear 
functional" and "functional modulus"• 
A similar theorem concerning the Gateaucdifferential of a strong norm 
is stated by Mazur, Ref. 11, p 130. 
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existence of one such functional F. To prove its uniqueness, we need the 
.follO\rlng lemma which is the analogue of a result obtained by Mazur, James, 
1) 
and Mcshane, for the case of a strong norm. 
Lemma. If P(XQ) > P(-::co), and F(x) is a P-linear functional on a pseudo-
normed vector space G of functional modulus Ir\ = 1 such that F(Jto) = P(XQ}, 
then -P+Cxo; -y) ~ F(y) ~ P+(xo; y). 
Proof. Our method is an adaptation of that used by Mcshane~) For any real 
number a and any y e G, the homogeneity and additivity of F give 
F{xa + a(y ' - PtZi x0)} = F(Xo) + aF(y) - ff~J F(XQ} = F(x0), since F(xo) 
= P(XQ)• Since F is P-linear, 
F{x0 + a(y- p~~t xo)J ~ lFJ B{xo + a(y - PC£;J xo)J • 
Since I!! = 1, B{xo + a(y - pf~t :xc,>} ~ P(x0) for all real a. 
For a = i-;-it_!£lL , t real, this becomes 
P(XQ) 
B{xo + -- t .. -~ (y - ..E1z1 xo)) ~ P(Jeo) • 
1 + t F(yJ P(xo) 'J 
P(Jeo) 
For lt l sufficiently small, 1 + t PZ~~ > o, hence the identity 
Xe + ty = (1 + t ..EW } {x0 + .. !t --- (y - .!ill x0}} yields PCxo> i + t .l:w PCxo> 
P(XQ) 
B(x0 + ty) : (1 t t ..Ehl ) B(Xo + -----L-- {y - _E(tl x0 )} P(x0> t i + t E!zl.. P<:xro> 
P(x0) 
~ ( 1 + t Pt~t } P(xo) = P(x0 ) + t F(y). 
·------------------------------------ -. ·------
1). Mazur, Ref. 10, p 75; James, Ref. 8, p 102; Mcshane, Ref. 12, p 402. 
2). Mcshane, ibid. 
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Since B(x0 + ty) = max{PC:xo + ty), P(-Xo - ty)J , since P(x0) > P(-x0), and 
since P(x0 + ty) is a continuous function of t (theorem 4.1.31 it follows · 
that, for \t i sufficiently small, B(Xo + ty) = P(XQ .+ ty). Under this con-
dition the above relation becomes P(Xo + ty) - P(.xo) ~ t F(y). 
Hence, F(y) ~ lim P(xo + ty) - P(xp) = P+(x0; y) t.,Q+ t 
and F(y) ~ lim P(xo + ty) - P(x0 ) =-P+(xo; -y) by lemma 4.2.6. t~ t 
Thus -P+(x0; -y) : F(y) : P+(Xo; y), which proves the lemma. 
Uniqueness of F(y) when Pgilco; y) Exists. 
By the above lemma, any P-linear functional F with F(xo) = P(xo) and 
[fl = 1 must satisfy the inequality -P+(xo; -y) : F(y) : P+(Xo; y). The 
existence of Pg(xo; y) implies tha.t these three members are all equal to 
Pg(x0; y). Hence F is unique. This completes the proof of necessity for 
theorem 4.3.1. 
Sufficiency: We use the following result of MazurP If x0 and z 
are distinct elements of a linear space G pseudo-normed by P(x), and a is 
a real number such that -P ... (x0; -z) ~ a : P+(x0; z), there exists in G an 
additive and homogeneous functional F(x) such that F(x0 ) = P(Xo), F(z) : a, 
and F(x) ~ P(x) for x E G. 
It is to be noted that no question of the continuity of F(x) is in-
volved explicitly in this result. Suppose P(x) is not GateaUE-differentiable 
at Xo• Then there exists at least one element y0 E G such that -PT(x0; -y0 ) 
1 -P+(x0; Yo)• Corollary 4.2.4 justifies the application of consequence 
1.2.11 to P+(xo; y). This yields the inequality ·P+Cxa; -y0 ) < P..,(.xo; y0). 
Hence there exist distinct real numbers a, b such that -Pt(x0; -y0 ) : a < b 
: P+(xo; Yo)• We now apply the above result of Mazur with z replaced by Yo 
----- --------------------------
1). Mazur, Ref. 10, p 75. 
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and obtain the existence of two additive homogeneous functionals in G, F(x) 
and H(x), such that F(Xo) = H(Jto) = P(XQ); F(yo) = a, H(y0) = b; F(x) ~ P(x) 
and H(x) ~ P(x) for all x e G. Moreover this last implies that both F(x) 
and H(x) are P-continuous, for F(x) ~ P(x) ~ B(x) = M B(x) where M = 1. 
Since an additive and homogeneous functional F(x) satisfies the pseudo-norm 
postulates 1.1.J(a), 1.1.J(b), 1.1.J(c), and B(x) is the norm for the P-
topology, the methods of theorems l.J.6 and 4.1.1 show that F(x) is P-
continuous. Also {ID = 1 since F(XQ) : P(xo) = B(xo) • As a similar result 
applies to H(x), we have two P-linear functionals F(x) and H(x) such that 
F(x0) = H(Jeo) = P(x0), ·and Ill = ill\ = 1. This is contrary to the hypothesis 
of only one such functional. Hence P(x) is GateaUPdiff erentiable at x0• 
This completes the proof of sufficiency and, consequently, of the theorem. 
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CHAPTER V 
The Pseudo-Norm and Ordering Relations 
5.1. Ordering Relations Based on a Given Pseudo-Nonn. 
5.1.1. Definition of Quasi-Ordering Relation:) 
Let X be a set of elements between certain pairs of which there is 
defined a relation :. ~ is termed a quasi-ordering relation if it satisfies 
01: For all x e X, x f x. (reflexive) 
02: If x E X, y e X, z e X, x: y, y ~ z, then x ~ z . (transitive) 
5.1.2. Theorem. If G is a real vector space in which is defined a pseudo-






x E G, y E G, x ~ y, a :> o, =>ax ~ 8'3'• 
x E G, y E G, x ~ y, ~ -y ~ -x. 
~ ~ 
x1 E G, x2 E G, Yi E G, y2 E G, Xl - Yl' X2 - Y2 1 
=> xl + x2 ~ Y1 + Y2• 
x € G, e = the zero of G, x ~ e, a and b real, a > b, 
~ax~ bx. 
5. x :: e, a > 1, ~ax ~ x. 
6. If Yo is an element of G such that P(-y0) < o, then for any 
x E G there exists a real number a depending on x, a(x), such 
that x ~ ay0• 
7. Archimedean Property. If P(y) ~ 0 and x ~ f.y for all E: > O, 
then x : e, the zero of G. 
Proof. We define x ~ y to mean P(x - y) ~ o. Then 01 is satisfied since 
P(x - x) = P(e) = 0 ~ 0 for all x E G. To prove 02, let x ~ y and y ~ z, 
i.e., P(x - y) ~ 0 and P(y - z) ~ o. Then P(x - z) = P(x - y + y - z) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------1). See Birkhoff, Ref. 3, p 4. 
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~ P(x - y) + P(y - z) ~ O. Hence x ~ z. This proves 02, so by definition 
5.1. l G is quasi-ordered. 
Proof of Properties 1 - 7. 
1. P(a.x- ay) = aP(x-y) since a > o, ~ O since x ~ y. Therefore 
,;:;. 
ax - ay. 
2. P(-y - (-x) ) = P(x-y) :: 0 since x :! Y• Therefore -y ~ -x. 
J. P(x1+~ }- Y1+Y2) ~ P(x1-Y1) -t P(x2-y2) ~ 0 since x1 ~ yl and 
~ ' . ~ - y2• Therefore x1 + x2 - Y1 + Y2• 
4. P(a.x - bx) = {a-b) P(x) since a > b, ~ 0 since~ :: e. There-
fore ax ~ bx. 
5. P(ax - x) = {a- 1) P(x) since a -1 > o, :: 0 s~nce x = 9, i.e., 
ax ~ x. 
6. There are two cases to be considered. 
First Case: P(x) > o. 
Then P(x -ay0 ) ~ P(x) + a P(-y0 ) :: 0 for a~ ~f~~T' 
" Therefore x - 3Yo • 
Second Case: P(x) ~ o. 
Then P(x- ay0 ) :: P(x) + a P{-y0 ) ~ 0 for any a ~ o, 
7. Archimedean property. x ~ f.y for all f. > 0 =?P(x - £. y) ~ 0 
for all £> o, ~O ~ P(x) - £P(y) by consequence 1.2.10. 
Hence, for any 1 > o, P(x) ~ £P(y) < 1 by suitable choice of 
[, • Therefore P{x) ~ O, P(x - e) ~ O, and x ~ 9. 
5.1.J. Definition of Partial Ordering. 
A set X is said to be partially ordered if there exists a binary 
relation ~ defined for certain elements of X that satisfies the following 
postulates. 
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01: For all x E X, x ~ x. (reflexive) 
02: x e x, y E X, z e X, x ~ y, y 6 z, ~ x ~ z. (transitive) 
03: x, y, E X, x ~ y, y ~ x, => x = y. (antisymmetric) 
That is, a partial ordering is a quasi-ordering which satisfies the 
additional postulate 03. 
5.1.4. Theorem. 1) The pseudo-normed vector space G/Z, whose elements are 
the cosets of the subgroup Z = { x e G I P(x) = P(-x) = 0}, is partially 
ordered by the defining relation ~ ~ Q2 : P(~ - ~) ~ 0 where Q1, ~ are 
elements of G/Z. Also this partial ordering satisfies properties 1 - 7 of 
theorem 5.1.2. 
Proof. Since G/Z is a pseudo-normed vector space, 01, 02, and properties 
1 - 7 of theorem 5.1.2 are satisfied. It remains to prove OJ. So suppose 
Q1 ~ Q2 and Q2 ~ Q1• Then P(Q1 - Q2) ~ 0 and P(Q2 - Q1 ) ~ o. By 1.2.11, 
P(Q1 - ~) ~ -P(Q2 - Q1) ~ o. Therefore 0 ~ P(Q1 - Q2) ~ o, whence 
P( Q1 - Q2) = o. Similarly P(Q2 - Q1) = o. Hence Qi_ - Q2 = z, the zero 
element of G/Z. Therefore Q:i_ = ~· This completes the proof. 
We note without proof that the partial ordering of theorem S.1.4 can 
be obtained from the quasi-ordering of theorem S.J.2 as a special case of a 
result of Schroder quoted by Birkhoff in his book "Lattice Theory11 • 2) 
Birkhoff shows that any quasi-ordering can be made into a partial ordering 
by means of an equivalence relation. 
In fut ure cases where a partial ordering is called for we shall drop 
the notation G/Z and speak of a pseudo-normed vector space G in which P(x)= 
P(-x) : 0 implies that x : e. 
1). For the definition of G/Z, see, inter alia, sections 2.2 and 3.1. 
2). Birkhoff, Ref. 3, p 4. 
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The Moore-smith Property. 
5.1.5. Definition of Moore-smith Property:) 
A set X with a (quasi- or partial) ordering relation ~ possesses the 
Moore-smith property if, for any x, y, E x, there exists an element z € X 
such that x ~ z and y ~ z. 
5.1.6. Theorem. Let G be a pseudo-normed vector space in which x ~ y is 
defined to mean P(x-y) ~ 0 as in theorem 5.1.2. If in G there exists an 
element y0 such that P{-y0 ) < o, then the set G under the relation £ 
possesses the Moore-Smith property. 
Proof. By property 6 of theorem 5.1.2 there exist positive numbers a, b 
such that x ~ ay 0 and y ~ by0 for any x, y, e G. Put c = max( a, b). Since 
e lli y0 , properties 1 and 3 of theorem 5.1.2 give ay0 ~ ay0 + (c-a)y0 ~cy0, 
and similarly by0 ~ cy0 • Hence z : cy0 is such that x ~ z and y ~ z. This 
proves the theorem. 
5.2. Definition of a Pseudo-Norm in Terms of a Given Ordering Relation. 
5.2.1. Theorem. Let E be a real vector space with a given partial order-
ing relat ion (01, 02, 03, of 5.1.3) denoted by ~ and satisfying the follow-
ing conditions: 
(i) x, y, e E, a > o, x ~ y, ~ax ~ ay; 
(ii) x1 :!: Yp ~ !'!: y2, ~x1 + x2 ~Yi+ y2; 
(iii) There exists in E an element e 1 e such that e ~ e and such 
that for any x e E there exists a positive real number a 
depending on x such that x ~ a.e. 
---------------------~---------~------------~------------~~-~~~ 1). See Birkhorr., :Re:f• .3, p,. x~. This concept is due to E. H. Moore, 
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. (1915), pp 628-632. 
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Then a functional 'IT(x) can be defined on the space E with the properties 
1.1.J(a), 1.1.)(b), 1.1.J(c) of a pseudo-norm. 
Proof. The proof makes use of the following lemma. 
5'•2.2. Lennna. Under the hypotheses of theorem 5.2.1, x ~ y ~ -y ~ -x. 
Proof. By 01, -x - y ~ -x - Y• Since x ~ y, hypothesis (ii) gives 
.::: . "" 1 x - x - y - y - x -y, i.e., -y - -x. This establishes the emma. 
To prove the theorem, define ~(x) = inf s, x e E. 
x~s.e 
Proof of 1.1.J(a) that ~(x) is a real number1) not identically zero. 
First, 'TT{e) ~ 0 for, if n(e) = o, by the definition of inf there would 
exist, for any £ > o, an t 1 such that 0 ::!: E1 < E and e ~ E1 e. Now - f1 e ~ 
- £1e, hence, by hypothesis (ii), e - S1e ~ e, that is, (1- E1 )e ~ e, hence 
e ~ e by (i), on multiplying by l/(l- l 1 ), which is positive for £ < 1. 
Bute= e is contrary to hypothesis, so that 1t(e) 'f o. 2) 
The possibility that 7t(x) = +oo for some x is excluded by hypothesis 
(iii). Finally we proceed to show that 7T(x) # - oo. Suppose x is such that 
inf s = - oo. This means that for any A > o, there exists A' > A such that 
J#se 
x ~ -A'e• Hence, by lemma 5.2.2, A'e ~ -x. Now choose A as the positive 
number of hypothesis (iii) applied to -x. Then -x ~ Aeo By (i), 0 ~ (A 1-A)e, 
hence -x + 0 ~ Ae + (A'-A)e by (ii), i.e., -x ~ A'e• 03 applied to the 
results A•e ~ -x and -x ~ A'e gives x = -A•e. From this it follows that 
'lT(x) cannot be less than -A' for, if it were, there would exist b > 0 such 
that x ~ (-A'-b)e and so A'e + b.e ~ -x by lemma 5.2.2. The above result 
that -A'e : x then yields b.e ~ e by (ii). This is contrary to hypothesis 
(iii) since 0 6 e and b > o. Hence there is no x E E for which 7\'(x) = -oo. 
1). We are excluding a:> and -oo as real numbers. 
2). The method of proof can easily be adapted to show that, in fact, 
'IT( e) = 1. 
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Proof of 1.1.J(c) that n(tx) = t~(x) for t > o. 
ir(tx) = in£ :s = inf s by hypothesis (i), = inf tr 
tx-s.e ~e ~.e 
= t inf r = t 'rr(x). 
r-lr.e 
Proof of 1.1.J(b) that 'l\(x +y) ~ 'TT(x) + 'Tt(y:). 
Let 1T(x) 5 inf s = b, n{y) : ~ s = c. By the definition of 1'"1 
x£s.e y-s.e 
for a:ny E. > 0 there exist numbers b ', c' such that b~ b •< b + f., c ~ c r < c + €, 
and such that x ~ b r.e, y ~ c '.e. Then x + 1= (b • ... c r )e by hypothesis (ii). 
Therefore inf ~ ~ b•+ c 1< b +c + 2£. Since ( is an arbitrary positive num-
x+~se.e 
ber, this implies inf~s ~ b + c, i.e., 'J'f(x+y) ~ 'TI(x) + '1t(y). This completes 
X+',r-.,.ee 
the proof of theorem 5.2.l. 
5.2.3. Corollary. If, in addition to the hypotheses of theorem 5.2.l, the 
partial ordering in E possesses the Archimedean property that x ~ Ce for all 
f. > 0 implies x = a, then the pseudo-norm '1t(x) is such that 'Tt(x) = 7f(-x) = 0 
implies x = G. 
Proof. If 7T(x) = o, inf' s = o. Hence for any E > 0 there exists E1 such xils.e 
that 0 ~ £1 < C and x ~ £1 e. Since e 6 (C - c1)e, this gives x ~ C1e + 
(£ - C1)e by hypothesis (ii), i.e., x ~ £e. This being true for all t > o, 
the Archimedean property implies x ~ e. Similarly 'rr(-x) = 0 leads to 
-x ~ e, and hence 0 ~ x by lemma 5.2.2. Therefore x = e by 03. This proves 
the corollary. 
5.2.4. Corollary. Let E be a real vector space with a partial ordering 
relation ~ under the hypotheses (i), (ii), and (iii) of theorem 5.2.1. Then 
the set E under the ordering ~possesses the Moore-smith property (5.1.5). 
Proof. The proof proceeds exactly as in the case of theorem 5.1.6, the 
element e of hypothesis (iii) of theorem 5.2.1 being used in place of Yo• 
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5.3. Connection Between Set-Ups of Sections 5.1 and 5.2. 
Let us summarize certain aspects of theorems 5.1.4 and 5.2.1. In 
theorem 5.1.4 a given pseudo-norm in a vector space leads to a partial 
ordering, while in theorem 5.2.1 a given partial ordering in a vector space 
leads to the existence of a pseudo-norm. Thus we may start with a given 
pseudo-norm P(x) and obtain a partial ordering ~ in terms of which we can 
define another pseudo-norm 7t(x) as in theorem 5.2.1. The question arises 
how the P-topology (Chapter III) based on P(x) will compare with the P-
topology based on n(x). Conversely, being given a partial ordering ~, we 
can define a pseudo-norm 'n(x) as in theorem 5.2.1, then define a new 
partial ordering _=i. based on 'n{x) as in theorem 5.1.4. What connection, if 
any, will exist between the two partial orderings?1) The rest of this 
chapter attempts to answer these questions. 
5.J.1. Lennna • Enunciation of Lemma 5.3.1. 
Let G be a pseudo-normed vector space in which P(x) = P(-x) = 0 implies 
x = e and in which there exists an element y0 such that P(4Jy0 ) < o. Define 
x = y to mean P(x -y) ~ o. By theorem 5.1.4, x ~ y (x, y, e G) is a 
partial ordering in G satisfying hypotheses (i), (ii), (iii), of theorem 
5.2.11 and the hypothesis of corollary 5.2.31 the element y0 ta.king the 
place of the element e. Hence, by theorem 5.2.1 and corollary 5.2.31 
'IT(x) = inf s is a functional defined on G with the properties of a pseudo-
~o 
norm such that 'IT(x) = 'Tf(-x) = 0 implies x = e. So max { 'IT(x), 'IT(-x)} is a 
strong norm in G (theorem J.1.9). 
Then, under these hypotheses, the following results hold: 
(1) If 'rr(x) = o, P(x) = O. 
(2) If ~(x) > o, P(x)/P(y0 ) ~ 'll'(x) ~ P(x)/-P(-y0 ). 
1). These ideas are largely adapted from a paper by M. H. Stone, Ref. 17. 
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(3) If '11"(x) < o, P(x)/-P(-y0 ) ~ -n(x) :: P(x)/P(y0 ). 
This completes the enunciation of the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 5.3.1. 
Since ~x) = inf s, for arbitrary £ > O there exists a real number a 
x.ffa~o 
such that 'n(x) ~ a < 'n(x) + E and x ~ ay0 • 
(1) 'n'(x) = o. Then 0 ~ a < ( and x ~ ay0 • This means that 
P(x- ay 0 ) ~ O, hence 0 ~ P(x) - aP(y0 ), i.e., P(x) ~aP(y0 ). 
Since ( is arbitrary and 0 ~ a < e, and P(y0 ) ~ -P(- y0 ) > o, 
it follows that P(x) 6 o. Also inf s = 0 => x fl -(y0 ~ Xfi~o 
P(x+ l y0 ) ~O =*P(x+f.y0 ) > o. Therefore 0 < P(x) + f. P(y0 ), 
P(x) > - €P(y0 ), hence P(x) ~ 0 since £ is arb itrary and P(y0 ) 
> o. Then P(x) : 0 by the above opposite inequality. 
(2) '7f(x) > O. As above, 'ff(x) :: a < 'IT(x) + f. and x ' ay0 • Hence 
0 :!! P(x-ay0 ) ~ P(x) - aP(y0 ) since a > o. Therefore a ~ 
P(x)/P(y0 ). Since 'Tl(x) ~ a < 'T\(x) + E for arbitrary positive 
t , this last result implies that 'n(x) ~ P(x)/P(y0 ). In order 
to prove the remaining half Of the inequality, we note that 
'JT(x) ~ a < 'll(x) + E implies a - t: < 'Tl(x). Choose t so that 
0 < ( < 1"(x). Then a - c > o. Now a - ( <. 'rr(x) => x ~ 
(a- t: )y0 ~ P(x- a-~ y0'fl .0 =*O <. P(x-a-( y0 ) < P(x) + 
(a- e )P(-y0 ) since a- f.> o. Hence -(a- t )P(-y0 ) < P(x) and 
therefore a - t: <. P(x)/-P(-.y0 ) since, by hypothesis, P(-y0 ) < o. 
Since the inequalities a - f. <. P(x)/-P(-y 0) and a - E< 1'(x) ~ 
a < 'JT(x) + £ hold for arbitrary small £, 'Tt(x) ~ P(x)/-P(-y0 ). 
This is the second half of the required relation, and completes 
the proof of case (2) of lemma 5.3.1. 
(3) n (x) < o. Choose positive t. so that 1'\(x) ~ a < '1\'(x) + ( < o, 
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hence a <. o. As in the previous cases, 0 ~ P(x-ay0 ) ~ 
P(x) - P(ay0 ) ~ P(x) + aP{-y0 ) since a < o. Hence -aP{-y0 ) ~ 
P(x), a ~ P(x)/-P(-y0 ). Since this is true for arbitrary 
small positive £, ~(x) ~ P(x)/-P(-y0 ). For the second part, 
we have a - f. <. 'TT(x) < o. Hence x f. (a- f. )y0 • Therefore 
P(x - a-ty0 ) :> o, 0 < P(x) + P(- a-£y0 ).,= P(x) - (a- €. )P(y0 ), 
i.e., (a- €)P(y0 ) < P(x), a - ( < P(x)/P(y0 ). Since t can be 
arbitrarily small, this gives 'Tl(x) ~ P(x)/P(y0 ). This completes 
the proof of lemma 5.3.1. 
5.3.2. Theorem. Under the hypotheses of lemma 5.3.1, the (strong) P-
topology induced by ~x) is equivalent to the (strong) P-topology induced by 
the original pseudo-norm, P(x). 
Proof. We use the Hausdorff criterion and show that, if Np(x) is a given 
neighborhood in the topology of P(x), there exists a neighborhood Nn(x) of 
the '1\(x) topology contained in Np(x), and conversely. 
Let Np(x) = {x \ max l P(x), P(-x)]} <. €. 
Define Nn{x) : { x \ ma:x: ~ n(x), 'Tl(-x)] < f./P(y0 ) • 
To prove N~x) c Np(x): From lemma S.3.1 (2), ~(x) > 0 implies P(x) > 0 
and P(x) = 'T\'(x)P(yo)• Also lemma S.3.1 (3) shows that mx) < 0 implies 
P(x) <. O and P(x) ~ 'lf(x)P(y0 ), i.e., \ P(x) \ : -P(x) : - n(x)P(y0 ) = 
ln(x) \P(y0 ). Also ~(x) = 0 =*"P(x) = 0 by S.3.1 (1), hence, for all x, 
I P(x) \ = jmx) \ P(y0 ). 
By lemma 3.1.8, max {'TT(x), 'Tt(-x)} <. ~ implies ln(x) I < >? and 
jTI(-x) j <.'I• If x e N~x), )P(x) j !: j'll(x) j P(y0 ) < £ since '>'{ = £/P(y0 ). 
Similarly IP(-x) I < £. Therefore ma:x: ~ P(x), P(-x)} <. ( . Hence x E Np(x) 
and N11(x) c Np(x). 
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Conversely, let Nin{x) = f x j max{n(x), n(-x) ) < i}. Define Np{x) = 
{ x \ max (P(x), P(-x) ) < - f. P(-y0 )J • 
To prove that Np(x) c N'TT(x). 
Again we use lemma 5.3.1. When ~(x) > o, 7{(x) : P(x)/-P(-y0 ); for 
TI(x) < o, - 7l(x) : - P(x)/-P(-y0 ); for 'Jl(x) = o, P(x) = o. So in all cases 
j7{(x) \ ~ jP(x)I /-P(-y0 ). If x E Np(x), \P(x) I < - f. P(-y0 ) and IP(-x)\<-
EP(-y0) by lennna 3.1.8, hence \mx) \ <. ( and j'Tt(-x) j < £. Therefore 
max \7\'(x), 'l'\'(-x)1 < £, which means that x e N1'(x). Thus Np(x) c Nn(x). 
This completes the proof of theorem 5. 3.2. 
We now consider the following set-up. A given partially ordered 
vector space E allows a pseudo-norm ~(x) to be defined in it (theorem 
5.2.1). Then a second ordering relation .S.. is defined in terms of 'Tl(x). 
1
.rve seek to compare the two ordering relations in E. 
5.3.3. Lemma. Let E be a real vector space partially ordered by means of 
the relation ~ (01, 02, 03 of 5.1.3) which satisfies the hypotheses of 
theorem 5.2.1. By theorem 5.2.1, n(x) : inf s is a pseudo-norm in E. 
r-s.e 
Then x : y implies '1l(x) ~ 7t(y). 
Proof. Suppose 7\'(x) > 7\'(y). Choose f > 0 such that 'Tt(Y) + f. <. tJT(x). By 
the definition of 1T, there exist real numbers a, b such that 'Tl(y) ~ b < 
'TT(y) + £ < 1\'(x) : a < '7l(x) + E, y: ti.a, x f b.e. But x ~ y and y ~ b.e 
implies x ~ b.e, a contradiction. Hence 'Jl(x) ~ n(y). 
5.3.4. Corollary• Under the hypotheses of lemma 5.3.3, x = y implies 
'T{(x-y) ~ o. 
Proof. x ~ y =*"x - y ~ e by hypothesis (ii) of theorem 5.2.1, since 
-y ~ -y by 01. Hence '7T(x-y) ~ 'll(e) by lemma 5.3.3. Since '1T is a pseudo-
norrn, n(e) = o, hence ·1l(x-y) ~ o. 
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5.3.5. Lemma. Let E be a real vector space with a partial ordering relation 
~ satisfying the hypotheses of theorem 5.2.1, and let ~(x) 5 inf s be the 
~s.e 
pseudo-norm of theorem 5.2.1. Then ~(x) ~ O ~x ~ €e for all £> o. 
Proof. From the definition of '1T(x) = ~ s, 'rr(x) ~ 0 implies that for any 
x-s.e 
l > 0 there exists a real number a such that '1l(x) ~ a < £ and x ~ a.e. 
Since e ~ e and ( - a > O, hypothesis (i) of theorem 5.2.l gives· 6 ~ (t - a )e, 
whence , hypothesis (ii) of theorem 5.2.l gives · x ~ Ee since x ~ a.e. This. 
proves the lemma. 
5.3.6. Theorem: Let ~ be a given partial ordering relation in a real 
vector space E such that the hJ!Potheses of theorem 5.2.l are satisfied, and 
let '!T(x), x E E, be the consequent pseudo-norm of 5.2.1 and lemma 5.3.3. 
Suppose, in addition, that the given partial ordering ~ satisfies the 
Archimedean property of corollary S.2.3. Define a new binary relation .S., 
in E as follows: x ~ y if and only if TI(x -y) ~ O for x, y, E E. Then, 
under the above hypotheses, x ~ y if and only if x .S.. y, where x, y, e E. 
Proof. Necessity: x ~ y =>x .:5. Y• 
By corollary 5.3.4, x := y * n(x-y) !: 0 ~ x .S.. y by definition. 
Sufficiency: x ..:S.. y => x 6 Y• 
x ~ y * TI(x-y) ~ 0 by definition. Therefore x- y ~ Ee for all 
E > o, by lemma 5.3.5. Then, by the Archimedean property, x-y = e, i.e • ., 
x = Y• This completes the proof. 
5.3.7. Corollary. Under the hJrpotheses of theorem 5.3.6, the binary 
relation .:$.. is a partial ordering. 
Proof. The relation~ is a partial ordering, and theorem 5.J.6 states that 
the relation .S. is logically identical with ~. 
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